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CHAPTJSR I

INTRODUCTION.

Purpose. The ourooee of this study is to investigate the

value of a series of mental tests as compared v/ith the value of

a sin -le test in predicting college success. In other words,

in addition to measuring the college ability of a student by one

test only, according to present practice, such ability is judged

also by a series of tests. There have been a number of reasons

advocated why a battery of tests might be preferable to a

single test. The primary aim of this study is to investigate

and determine the validity of these reasons.

"e'anina; of College Success In this Study. In this study,

college success is considered from the point of view of the

achievement the student realizes in his scholastic work. The

measure of college success will therefore be the grades the

student makes in the various courses which he pursues. The

grades of the student determine whether or not he will be al-

lowed to remain in college, whether or not he will graduate,

the average he makes for a terra, etc. As here c nsidered, then,

the validity of the mental tests in predicting college success

is determined by the grades which the student makes. It must be

realized, however, that there are other factors which enter into

the success of the student in college besides the actual ability

which he has, such as emotions, personality and morals, which may

directly influence the grades which a student makes. Such factors

are not considered here.

Using grades as a basis upon which to determine the success
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of the- student, one may compare his grades in individual courses

as well as his magi grades with the scores he has received on

the aental teste. If the student was dropped from college he

may be studied ivith respect to his rank on the mental tests. In

the sau:e -ay, if a student graduates, he Ray be studied with respect

to his rank on the mental tests. All these factors are based on

the ;rades a student makes.

Limitations of gggailljl
? 'Gnt -"^ Tests 31th College trades .

As the validity of the mental tests in this ctudy is judged

entirely by the grades a student makes, it Li hecessnry to con-

sider the value of grades in evaluating the scholastic work of

the student.

In the first place, grades ar given by the teacher are

subjective; that is, they are based uoon the personal judgment of

the teacher as to the student* s r?orth» In marking the students

the teacher may or may not have a standard ui>on which to base

the student's grades. Moreover, even though a group of teachers

may knot? the criteria by which they assign their grades, it It

not probable that such a group ??ill have a common standard, 'ffood*

gives a list of factors upon ^-hich teachers tend to judge the

academic nature of college success and upon >?hich they base their

grades. These factors are effort put forth by the student,

general intelligence of the student as shov?n in his work, general

character and merconality of the student, general fitness of the

student to live in civilized society, amount of improvement

of the student In general and in a specific course or course,

1 Wood, BeiuD. Measurement In Higher Education. pll4.



actual achievement of the student In a epecific course, actual

achievement of the student in total life situation or in total

school situation. Moreover, no group f teachers actually derive

their grades in the ctr.c manner; some basing them entirely upon

personal attitude, and some basing them entirely won written

examinations or students 1 ability as ahoisn in different kinds

of classroom endeavor.

Secondly, the grades of the teacher from term to tern show

a lov;cr relationship trith regard to reliability than does the

usual mental test. The coefficient of reliability of mental

tests is usually around .90. ffuffacher1 claims that the re-

liability of teachers 1 grades is seldoia above a cor. elation of

.75. Vtood^ cites the reliability of some grades at Columbia.

Undar the hew Plan of Admission, first and second semester

grades yielded a reliability coefficient of .536, the grades

of the second and third semeetcrs yielded a reliability

coefficient of .46, while the first and third semesters yielded

a coefficient of .588.

This unreliability of teachers' grades is one of the reasons

ivon to explain why mental teste do not correlate more highly

than they do with the grades made in college. Huffacher1 asserts

that the failure of the tests to predict may be due not so much

*~ -WoctD of the tests, as to the unreliability of the grades.

He assorts further that "before there is any improvement in the

predictive vnlue of the tests there mist be an increase in the

reliability of the measures of scholastic success. If the

Ijluffacher, T,'. predictive Significance of the Correlati-n,

zJ.,ot 7A. Research, 31:46-48. January 1930.
c
".7ood, Ben, ?

,easuroment in Higher Eo.ucation, pl31-134.
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criterla of scholmntic success were as reliable as the prccout

psychological tests, it lis probably that prediction wo\ild be

satisfactory in three caaea out of four."

Teach re 1 grades vary also in regard to the distribution

of grades which thoy give. Seldom will two teachers with the

sa~e number of students and t?ith the ease course fail the same

number of students, or give the same number of average and high

grades. A study of the curves of distribution of the grades

of any group of teachers srill reveal this condition. Some

distribution curves are practically normal, while sorae are

skewed greatly to the right or to the left, indicating that a

large percentage of either high or low grades were given. It is

such facts which cake one course known to the students as a "snap"

course and another as a hard course, all depending on the ease

or difficulty with which a high or low grade is obtained. These

differing distributions also shot.* their influence on the cor-

relation of grades with mental tests. Dearborn1 states that "if

the marks or grades in any instance happen to be distributed in

about the same frec-uoncics as the college instructor's narks,

this fact in itself wools contribute toward the correlation of

standing, and the absence of such similarity in distribution

would automatically tend to decrease the chance of high cor-

relation."

Another factor tending to decrease the amount of correlation

between ;:raies and mental tests lies in the v- rying amounts of

effort put forth by the different students in the obtaining of

grades. Itudenta with good potential ability often do not put

1 Dearborn, -".alter n. Intelligence Tests, Houghton Mifflin Co.



forth the effort consistent atfth their ability and as a remilt

receive low grades, ntudents of poor ability may attempt to

overcome this lack by nutting forth an extra amount of effort

in order to raise their trades, Ml since grades are largely

subjective, ouch effort say cause a decided improvement in their

t den. ""ilson2-, at the University of Washington, reports a

study in w? ion. be found in a class of psychology students the

coefficient of correlation of final class grade and intelligence

test scores to be .52, the correlation between intelligence test

scores and anount of time spent in study to be -.49, the cor-

relation of amount of tise spent in study and class grade to be

-.31. He concludes t;nt "those who study least make the

highest grades, and ti.ose who are the most intelligent sake

the highest grades. Only the more intelligent students can make

a high grade but many of them appear to be satisfied with a grade

much lower than their intelligence would make oossihle". The

poorer students by dint of hard work often keep themselves from

bein, failures but "failures are by no neans confined to ctuients

of less intelligence* but apoear in the most intelligent group.

Kellogg2 shows that when two lazy Individuals r?ith high intel-

ligence test scores and one with a low test score were eliminated^

a correlation between scholarship in college and the Tcraan test

of intelligence rose from .415 to .517. SucL emotional and

personality characteristics cause Terman3 to say that non-intel-

^WllaOB, ffUlisa R. rental Tests and college Teach in t,
f,oc. I

Toe, 15: C29-835, June 10, 1922.
2Kellogg, C.E. Relative Values of Intelligence Tests and Matricula-

tion Examinations as a "cans of Ssti ranting Probable Success in

College, Sen. 5- Soc, 30: 893-896, Dec. 28, 1929.

"Terran, I..". Intelligence Tests in Colleges and Universities,

c.:. • Hoc, 13: 4:1-494 n, April 23, 1921.
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lectual traits Influence college success sore than grade sohool

success since the usual correlations between mental teste and

scholarship are lovter in college tl.an in the grades. Also, the

college gr :up ie a more seleot group and less variability In the

group TOuld also tend to lessen the relationship between the two

variables and to make di scrim ination more difficult, forking

for self support, engaging in extra eurrlcul;>r activities,

shoeing lack of interest or poor health are other factors which

tend to lesson the relationship between college grades and

intolligMM test scores,

Aesu- 'otiose Underlyin,- the Use of Intelligence Tests. There

are ceveral assumptions upon which the use of intelligence tests

are based. It ie assumed that the tests measure intelligence

regardless of training; that tiiose taking the test are of equal

maturity and experience; that all have an equal interest in

taking the test; that factors such as health, effort, persistence

and similar characteristics are equal for all; that all are

equally frv lllar with the test in that the practice of all

In the content of the test has been the sane; and that coaching

on the test can have no influence in increasing the score.

The tests as nor; constructed certainly do not measure

Intelligence regp.rdlese of training. The mental teste measure

intelligence indirectly and not directly; they measure only the

products of intelligence, not intelligence itself. Pesides

measuring intelligence Indirectly, they Measure only environmental

ea-oles and not Intelligence in its entirety. These samples of

intelligence are the cental tests. Cental tests thus measure



intelligence as shown by environmental factors. TTnTlnmiiiul will

therefore influence what a test may show with r*st>eot to an

individual's ability. For example, since the tests are largely

linguistic in nature, a student with poor ability in reading

would be at a disadvantage. The tests are composed of elements

based upon t knor-ledge of arithmetic and reading to such an

extent that they Might be appropriately be called scholastic

aptitude tests rather than mental tests. Oatcs1 found that the

more verbal the material of a test the higher the correlation

was with school achievement.

The assumption that the content of the tent has been a part

of each individuals* experience cannot be entirely true since

the environment of every individual has not been the cane. The

test scores must therefore be influenced by those experiences

which have entered into the environment of the individual. Mental

testing, however, is based on the assumption that individuals of

equal maturity have had common experiences in their environment

and that intelligence can be tested by sampling these experiences.

This is evidently not true. For example, the Army Alpha test2

is supposed to favor sen slightly over women in its content,

and to presuppose a fair knowledge of English and arithmetic.

It is next assumed that all who are taking the test have

the MB6 amount of interest in taking the test and are putting

forth the eame amount of effort. It is assumed that emotions,

health, and similar factors have little or the same effect on

those who are taking the test. <ruch assumptions can hardly be

1 0atec"7~^ The "orrclntione of Achievement in School Subjects
with Intelligence sad Other Variables, J. MWta Psyc, 13: 129-

139, 277-285.
2 Hill, n.H. results of Intelligence 7e3ts at the University of

Illinois, °ch. ft -.'oc., 9: 542-545, !?ay 3, 1919.



bo true. Illness at the tine of examination, newness of

surroundings, emotional disturbances, interest, effort and

persistence undoubtedly olay their part in the score the student

obtains on the test. Particularly might it result in a student

.^ettinr; a lox;er score than he should have had. Freeman1 , at

Cornell, in interviewing sophraores who had intelligence xecords

far below their scholastic achievement found that the following

reasons were given for poor perforraance on the tost; (1) newness

of the test, (2) nervousness of condition at time of taking the

test and failure to realize importance of the test, (5) Halt

of tiae, (4) illness, factors such as thece vwuld be an argument

for iving sore than one test in order tfe&f t: e ability of the

student night be judged v-ore fairly.

It is assumed that all who are taking the test have had an

equal ar.ount of oractlce in the taking of mental tests. If

practice in the tests would increase the test scores, such an

effect sight well be considered when the ability of a student

is determined by a mental test. The giving of several tests

would tend to equalize the effect of practice upon the scores of

the tests* Equalizing the effect of practice through the taking

of several tests might better determine the actual ability of the

student. There are available definite results on this problem,

Several inveetig ;tors have studied the effect of practice in

abilities similar to r.ental tests and In mental tests. A

review of soae of the investigations and a consideration of mental

testing In other colleges and universities sill furnish a back-

ground for this study.

1
Freesan, Frank S. Elusive Factors Tending to Reduce Correlations

Between Intelligence Test Ranks and College Grades, Soh. * Boc.

29:704
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CHAPTF.R II

REVIEW OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATION^ 3EARIH0 OR PRESES? STUDY.

A. review of previous invest i rations bearing on the present

study falls into four parts. First, the intention Is to review

the effects of practioe in abilities similar to those found in

mental tc ts, second to review practice and its effects as

found in mental tests, third to review the effect on the

abilities of students when different teste are riven, and fourth,

to review briefly the use and validity of isental teste in other

colleges.

I IKFLUENCE OF PRACTICE UPOK ABILITIES SUCR AS FOUKD IK
HEHTAL TESTS A8D EFFECT UPOK STAKDIIO OF INDIVIDUALS.

In 1905, Thorndike* practiced 28 subjects 96 times in the

multiplication of three olace numbers and found that nature

individuals T?ere able at the end of the trials to do vrork in

two-fifths of the tine It had taken at the beginning. The

earlier periods of practice showed the greatest Increase in scores

and the larger individual differences increased with training,

showing a high positive correlation of initial ability vdth

ability to profit by training.

Follli.^mrth^, in 1013, in studying the effect of practice

on the correlation of special abilities and the predictive value

of a preliminary trial as an Index of an individual's ultimate

capacity, practiced 13 subjects on seven tests—Adding, Color

1Thorndii e, •:. L. The Effect of Practice in the Case of a -'urely

Intellectual Function, Acser. J. "eye, 19:374-384, July, 1908.
2
Hollin.^worth, P..L. Correlation of Abilities Effected by Practice,
J. Kduc. Psyc, 4: 405-414, September 1913.
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tfaning, Opposite s, Discrimination, 'option to ColjgfiL

Coordiiiat ion :\u.i Tapping—205 tir.cs on each test. The practice

limit was renched after the fir^-t 105 trinls. Practice increased

the intoreorrelations a*3ong the tests, exceot in the case of

Discrimination and Coordination vrhici. failed to increase after

the fifth trial, tio negative corrections existed after the

preliminary trials and in only one case was there a correlation

beloc? .15. The final averages of the intercorrelntione showed

a sternly increase from .035 at the preliminary trial, to .28 at

the fifth trial, .32 at tfta 25th trial, .39 at the 80th trial and

.49 at the 205th trial. When* each of the 13 subjects t?ae arranged

in order of relative ability for the test at to given stage of

practice, and when each of these orders was correlated vitfef the

final order of position as shosm in trials 170 to 175, the average

of all seven coefficients increased from .41 at the preliainary

trial to .31 at the 5th trial, to .73 at the 25th trial, to .77

at the 50th trial, to .85 at the 80th trial, to .92 at the 130th

trial. As the number of trials increased, MM relative oositionc

of the individuals became aore and more fixed. Rollingsorth laid

those irior^ros in correlations to the fact that each individual

was more variable at the beginning than at the end of the- per-

formance and to the fact that the character of Stes teste sight

have changed so that they became aore and more like each other.

Hollin'-jorth, !'. L. Vocational Psychology, P. Aroleton and
Romany, Chapter XI.



Thomdike-1 practiced 123 college students ~ith IS trials

in writing the products of two place numbers by two r>l-;ce numbers

from 11 to 19, Those subjects whose initial time had been under

3 minutes at the beginning, for the list of products pivea,

reduced that time froa an average of 5.32 minutes to 3.3 minutes;

those who were between 7 and 8 oinutee, fror^ 7.42 minutes to

4.29 ninutes; those who were between 8 and 9 ainutes, from 8.29

ainutes to 4. 88 minutes at the final trial; t: ore r : o ".ere

between 9 and 10 ninutes, froa 9.32 to 4.92 -lnutes; those o

were between 10 and 11 minutes, from 10.47 minutes to 5.33 minutes;

ti.oee over 11 minutes, from 13.19 minutes to 5.48 minutes. fJ e

ross variability was unimpaired but those of highest initial

ability made the preatest gross isprovemetrt in products per unit

of time. Thorndike concludes that it is unsafe to assume that

differences in intellect, extractor and skill are due chiefly to

the different opportunities which the individuals have enjoyed.

King2
, in 1917, at the University of Iowa practiced IS college

students on a series of multiplication of two place numbers for

10 practice -vriods and then for a similar 10 ersctlce periods

3 aontns later; also on a series of substituting numbers for 4

oraetice periods and 10 practice periods three months later. In

the first 10 practice periods, the average of the first two

practice periods of csultiplication with intelligence, as judged

by three instructors, gave a correlation of .48; and with the

last two eractlee oeriods a correlation of .13, After the three

l?;-om.;r e, P.L. The Pelatioi; ?ctr,een Initial Ahility and Throve-
ment in a Substitution Test. 2ch. * BOC., 1: 429-431, "arch, 1915.

2King, Irving. The Relationship of Abilities in Certain "ental Teste

to Ability as Estimated by Teachers, flch.*-Boc. 5: 204-209, Feb. 1017.
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sonths interval the correlations of intelligence with the firot

two practice- periods were .08 and with the last two practice

periods .27. tfith the Substituting Hunters for Pynbols test

the correlations of intelligence with the average of the first

t\?o :r?:ctice periods was .46 and with the average of the last

two --r-ctice reriods .08. After the interval of three nonths,

intelligence an "3 the average of the first two practice o^riods

of the same test correlated ,24 and with the average of the last

two scores .31. *ing, unable to account for the drop in cor-

relation for both tests in the practice series, f It that per-

haps the ?:rour at f5 ret nut ^orth effort w>re in accord with its

actual ability and that as practice proceeded, the slackened

interest produced so -any chance variations that the correlations

were lowered.

Stickland* attested to verify ^ollingworth* s study on

practice and practiced 15 college students over a period of 7

to 8 seeks, 2 separate half hours a week on tests in Color

Naming, Tapping, Adding, "ultiolyinj; and ~ord building. The

intercorrelations between the tests showed an increase ^ith

practice, averaging .215 at the end of the 5th trial of Add in

~

and 4th trail of the other tests, .28 at ftbe end of the 13th

trial of Adding and 10th trial of the other tests, .38 at the end

of the 21st trial of Adding and the 16th trial of the other tests,

and .225 the average correlation for the final trials, ^ron a

study of the individual practice curves, etickland found the ease

phenomenon to be true, an increase where the oorrel tions

l * sticks arid. Ornt* The Influence of Practice on the Correlation
of Abilities, .T. f&M>« ****** 9:393-400.
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increaeed and a decrease where the correlations decreased.

Hart.^ann1 tested 50 college studento in re^eatinr the

Alphabet forward and backward and repenting It forward and

backward, rlth the insertion of tic letter n between each

letter. Twenty trials were made, twice daily. The average

correlation for the four distinct learning processes between

initial and final ability was .60. The intercorrclations

betveen the processes were positive and in all except one case,

showed an increase over the initial correlations from .09 to

.39 it an average increase in correlation of .20. The

al \ic :•
• .lif fcroncec let. ecn t: tot-jl average cor-

relations and the initial and final correlations for each

series ,verc .22 and .0? respectively, showing that the final

intcrcorrelations approach more closely ti e values of the total

averaro correlations.

II VT. EFFECT CF PRACTICE IS ?fFUTAL TEST*5 A«D C?T TFS
PHE'lI^Tr- 1

VAL!J F ' OF T' 'F TFP-TS.

The first study2 of the effect of practice on mental

tests was made in the Army with examination "a* on a group

of men transferred fros camps where lbs test had been given,

who on their second trial of the test made a nean gain of 30

points in their scores. A group of school children in Oakland,

California made a mean gain of 39.4 points.

Hartaann, 0.17. Initial Performance as a Basis for Predicting
Ult' t&le Aohievenent, S6h*4SoC», 29:495-496, April 13, 1929.

2Satlonal Academy of science "enoirs, Volume 15: 541-544.
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Taomdike1
, in 1919, found a gain of about 10 percent for

the second trial and 4 oereent for ti.c t. ird trial in a bom
difficult test than the Amy Aloha given to 700 oases. ?ecnune

of |%S gains arising fross a retrial of a test Thomdike advocates

the ^ivlnt: of a second or third trial in order to equalize

experience. Between two trials ^ith the Amy Aloha test he found

correlations for the first and second trial respectively of .45

and .45 sdth grade reached in school. In two trials with 46

of t, o :;:-v:e subjects on a series corrroeed of t«o thirds non-

verbal tests and of one third material such as found in the

Arsiy Aloha, the respective correlations for the first and second

trials cere .38 and .53 with i—outed intelligence, .20 and .38

with i rated skill, and .41 and .48 with erode 6 reached in school.

T-.ero was thus a gain in correlations with a second trial in the

seco/.d grouo but there s?as a decrease in the first group.

Thorxuiike oould aavor-ate 200 minutes of fore-exercise to reduce

the variability of any standard test and to equalize training.

"unlap and Snyder2 , in 1920, at John Hopkins University

gave forms 5, 3, 8, and 9 respectively of the Amy Aloha te»t

at intervals of three s?eeks each and found that oractically

all nade a gain on the second trial, all made a gain on the

third trial, but that in the fourth trial there was a general

falling off in Score. Allowing for differences in the difficulty

^Thomdike. r .L. Tests of Intelligence, "oil ability, Susceptibility
to Special Training and Adaptations to General Nature of the
Task, Sen. ft Boo. , 0: 189-195, Feb. 15, 1919

^Dunlao,'r e 3nyder,A. Practice "ffeets in Intelligence Tests,
J. of Thcoer, Payc, 3:393-403, October, 1920.



of forms 5, 8 and 8, the median gain from trial one to trial

two was about 16 ooints and from trial two to trial three about

7 points. If the men in the lower half of the class had had

practice in t..e test equivalent to that actually obtained by

the taking of the test twice and if the men in the upper half

had not had practice, ratings for the first trial would have

been obtained which would have been unfair in the relative

placement of both groups.

Richardson and Robinsonf at the University of Chicago in

1922, in connection with some research on the loss of sleep gave

forme 5, 7 and 9 of the Army Alpha test on 3 successive days. The

gain of day 2 over day 1 was 5.9 percent and of day 3 over day 1,

6.5 percent. Both investigators felt that the changes in achieve-

ment due to a small amount of practice, such as taking the test

once, may largely invalidate the significance of a critical score

based upon records of a group having had little or no previous

practice with the test. Taking for a critical score the score which

would have resulted in the elimination of 9 individuals on the

first day, the same score would have resulted in the elimination

of only one on the other two days. The application of the lowest

9 records of day 2 to day 3 would have resulted in the exclusion

of 7 subjects, 5 of whom belonged to the lowest 9 of day 2. The

correlations between the various days and the scholarship average

of the subjects is as follows:

^Richardson, F & Robinson, IC.S. Effects of Practice Upon the

Scores and Predictive Value of Alpha Intelligence Examination,

J. of Ex-ier. Psyo. ,4: 300-317 , August 1922.
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Day 1 and Scholarship .56 +.07

Day 2 and Scholarship .65 +.06

D'iy 3 and Scholarship .62 +.07

Day 1 and 2 and Scholarship

Day 1 and 3 and Scholarship

.60 +.07

.63 +.07

Day 2 and 3 and Scholarship

Days 1, 2 and 3 and Scholarship

.66 +.06

.64 +.07

The second or third day's exw.ilnation his here a slightly greater

predictive value than day 1.

Thome; ike1 gave several forme of a test prepared for the

Examining Board of the United. States Air Service to college

entrants and college students. The median gain of the second over

the first trial v:as 8 points --ith 10 minutes of forc-cxercise,

and without the exercise the gain was 12s points. Detveon the

second and third tests the gain was only 3^ points.

Bishop2 , at the State University of Iowa, reports a study

in which groups of high school puoils -sere given special drill

in handling problems similar to those in the Otis Oroup Intelli-

gence Scale. Their gains were compared with paired groups who

were given the teet trice without such drill. The trained groups

made gains from 2 to 7 tines as large as the check groups. This

training came to be very near direct coaching. Bishop felt that

the results of this study showed that Intelligence tests were

by no mean8 independent of schooling.

iThorndike, r'.L. Practice Effects in Intelligence Tests, J* of
_ Kxoer. Psyc. ,5: 101-107, April 1922.
"Bishop, 0. VJhat is Heasured by Intelligence Tests. J. of 2d. Res.

9; 39-38.
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Olickl studied the effects of practice on the Army Alpha

teats with grammar school, high school and college students.

The students were practiced on several practice forme similar to

the Amy Alpha test, "ften he reduced his scores for the high

school and college students to scores equivalent to those of

the seventh and eighth grade subjects, he found that for the

college students the gain in score after practice was 34.5 points.

When the score on the first form of the test taken was correlated

with the aver&rre seeester tirade of the 35 college students the

correlation t?as .40; when the average grade was correlated with

the ccore of the last test taken the correlation was .52. The

average correlations for all groups between the semester ggadfl

and the first and last scores of the tests increased frore .58

to .38 respectively. His study showed further that 70 percent

of the practice effect io reached by t-hii: ti e test 5 tines

and that improvement in rate after taking the test 4 times has

reached the point v?here practically all the subjects are

co:iolotia - all the items of the tests in the tine allowed.

'Then Kincaid2 , in 1925, summarized the main investigations

bearing upon practice, she found that most of the correlations

between initial and final performance were high, indicating that

in general an Individual tended to keep his relative noaitioi

throughout practice. There was a preponderance of evidence

among the Investigations to show that differences generally

^Qllc!:, 'V. Effects of Practice in Intelligence Tests,
bulletin no. 27, Bar, of ; :du. Pes. University of Illinois, Urbana

2Kincaid, M. A Study in Individual Differences in Learning,
Psyc. Rev., 32: 34-53.
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decrcaee with practice, since in the majority of investigations

the lover groups made the greatest percentage gains.

Oundlaohl, at the University of Washington, in 1926 tested

39 college students 25 Uses on an intelligence test of a

battery type similar to the Army Alpha and on different forms

of three tests: Hard number "erics Completion Test, a Cancel-

lation Test and a "ultiplieation Test, The intercorrelatlons

of number Series and Cancellation rose from .41 for the first

5 trials to .53 for the last 5 trials, of Cancellation and

Multiplication from .45 for the first 5 trials to .47 for the

last 5 trials, of number Series and Multiplication fron .39

for t_s first 5 trials to .47 for tie last 5 trials. ?^vcry test

showed a definite average increase in scores of about 6, 9 and

32 points for each of the respective tests. Two trials of the

intelligence test correlated with the test gave increases in

correlation from .44 to .62 for the Number Series test* .43 to

.50 for the Cancellation test; and .12 to .18 for the Fulti-

plication test. The intercorrelations between the intelligence

test and the first 5 and last 5 trials respectively of dumber

Series rose from .55 to .54; for the average of the first 5

and the last 5 trials respectively of Cancellation from .48 to

.49; for the average of the first 5 and the last 5 trials

respectively of tie .Multiplication test from .25 to .24. In

every case except one practice tended definitely to increase

correlations and in the exceptional case the .average correlation

was lowered only 1 no int.

iCundlach, H. T"..e "ffectc of Practice on the Correlations of
Throe dental Tests. J. of Ed. Psyc, 17:3P7-401.
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Mfcrrimanl, in 1927, at the University of Wisconsin, divided

a claBS of 105 college students into two groups; one group which

was given 6 hours of intensive coaching on the Thomdike Intel-

ligent Examination between the two trials of the test, the other

group serving as a control -roup. The coached group showed a

£ain in score of 19.2 joints, while the control group showed a

gain in score of .7 points. Over 50 percent of the coached

group advanced from an average to a high score or from a low

to an average score, but only 4 subjects changed froa a high to

a low or from a low to a high score. In tl.e control group over

half remained In their own group, a smaller percentage increased

their rating, and a larger percentage decreased their rating.

Ill PREDICTABILITY OF A SERIES OF DIFFERENT ifEKTAL TESTS.

Outside of the specific practice on mental tests it is

necessary to consider the oredictive value of giving a series of

different tests.

Colvin2 of ^rown University in 1922 studied the validity

of several mental tests In relation to college grades, ^hen

the tests vrere correlated separately and when the sua of the

scores of both tests were correlated with the academic averages,

the following correlations were obtained.

Heademic average Thomdike ^rosm Univ. Sum of Hcores
Test Test of both tests.

Class 1923 Freshman year .37 .34 .33

Class 1924 Freshman year .37 .41 .42
"1 r.r. l"

r
T, d rrt re -ester .41 .38 .48

^'errisan, C. Coaching for tfental Tests. Ed. Ad- in, ft Sup 13:59-04

2Golvin, S.3. The Value of Psychological T-sts at ^ro^m University
.\.. I oc. , 1G: 113-122, July 27, 1922.
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In only one case is the correlation for the sua of the scores of

both teste lees than the correlation of one of the other tests.

In a study of tho se who had made high and low scores on each

test and on both tests combined, it was found that there was a

-i^her. percentage, 48 percent, who had academic averages of 00

or above who scored high, in both tests, while only 38-40 percent

of those v;ho scored high in either of the tests had an average

of 80 or better. Correflooding results were found for those who

scored lo- in each of the tests and in both tests combined. The

combined Thorndike and Brown tests were considered, thus, a

better criterion for prognostic mirooses than either test alone.

Duller!, In 1922, studied how closely the Stanford Revision

of the ~irict-8inon test, the rational Intelligence test, the

Illinois Examination, and the Pinter Von-language test would

agree on the I.Q.*8 of 63 school children. The I.e. ratings

varied from a difference of 6 points in the I.Q. , in the case

of one pupil a difference of 52 points in the I.Q., in the case

of another with 50 percent of the cases varying from 19 to 34

po lnts» In quart!le placement the tests agreed in all qunrtiles

In 32.2 percent of the cases with the beet agreement Being in

the highest and loweBt quartiles. From these results Culler

conoludcd that it would be very unwise to estimate mentality

on the basis of a Bi&gle test alone.

Hoke2 , at *Tood College in 1922, tested 100 new students with

x0uider, !<ow Different Tyr>es of Tests Agree in Rating
School Children, Kl. Sch. J. 22:734, 1922.

2
Hoke, Th, Intelligence Tests and College Huccoss, J. of *t«

Hes., 6tl77, Scot. 1922.
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four testa; the Terraan test, the Otic test, the Thurstone test,

and the Rogers test, in the belief that the average scores of

these four tests would give a much better basis for prediction,

•tith college grades the tests. correlated: Terraan .48, Otis .OS,

Thurstone .125, and Rogers .34, average of the four tests .45.

Hoke was disappointed at this latter correlation, but it is

higher than the correlations of three of the tests and only

slightly lotrer than the correlation of one test.

r.to::c!uict*- believer that test scores may not always be the

sa*se because of a 1'ick of sufficient soiling of ability,

physical condition at the tirse of the tept, emotional 6t«tNKb*9M*

at the tine of the teste, or unequal difficulty of the teste.

When he tested a group of 1007 pupils, selected from 60 or 70

classes in the pxiblic schools of New York City, he found that

the ©arse cental age was not given by each of the following tents:

"atio :al Intelll ence test, Otis Group Intelligence, Haggerty

Intelligence Delta 2, and T;orodlke*s Visual Vocabulary. About

35 percent of the pupils deviated 10 months or more on the

overage in the tests, a value r hich is equal to about a year.

A pupil being given only one test night be easily misplaced by

two years in rsental age. ^tenquist felt that because of such

facts a lore thorough tenting of each pupil rcae needed.

IV 0<?R OF '—TAh 7P«rpS IN CCLtiKC^S.

Cental tests huve been used in colleges in an effort to

obtain additional objective information about the student, In-

X
nten uint, J. t>. Unreliability of tndtvidanl Scores in "ental

tfeasurcaent, Journal ''due. Research 4 , 347-354, 1921.
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formation which may not be furnished by the means of entrance

examinations or the student* 8 high school record. They have an

adminietrntive value In that they are easy to score ana take

little time to give. They have been used mainly in study lar

the prediction of college success,

Shortly before the war it was eroposed that intelligence

examinations night be used to assist in selecting students for

admission to college. A few tests had been given to college

: tu ;e;;ts but these were mainly of a sensory type and not adaptable

for any wide use. The development of the Army Alpha and Beta

tests by t.kQ array psychologists during the war served as an

iapetus for the use and development of mental tests to sort out

the varying abilities of college students. There is probably

not a college in the country which has not at soae tine or

another given a mental test to its students. Only a few colleges

have used the tests as a basis for admission. In this respect,

Columbia*- is perhaps the sost outstanding. At Columbia a

candidate may substitute for entrance examinations, the intel-

ligence examination, if his secondary school grades are at least

as high as those required by the school for certification in the

sub^cctc required for admission, and if he can present evidence

of moral character and good health. At the University of Tyo-iing2

students 25 years or nore of age who have made a creditable

showing in soce cental -i-ork are admitted with a score of 75 or

^Douglass, A. A. Secondary Education, p. 100-101
2Laird, D.A. The Status of rental Testing in Colleges and

Universities in the U.S., Sch. 9
<~o0#) 18: 594-600, Kov.17, 19£3.
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bettcr on the Thorcdike Intelligence Examination. Berea College,

in cane the high school is not accredited will adxalt with an

Amy Alpha score of 100* Stanford University1 gives intelligence

examinations in the larger centers of "alifornia as a basis upon

which to determine admission.

In studying the relation of mental tests to college success

the most usual co -pari son has been through the use of correlations

between t'.e tests and college grades. The greatest number of

correlations is available r.ith the Arrjy Alpha test. The following

correlations" arc representative of the use of the test in

various colleges.

University of rinneeota Oraies 1st year of oollege .50
Brows University Grades 1st year of college .40
Yale University Orados 1st year of college .38
University of Oregon Average Grades .49
University of Illinois Grades second scienter .37
Hanllne Average Grades .47

. fassar Grades of 1st year College .33
Dartmouth 1st semester .43
Dartmouth 2nd semester .33
"rown University 1st se .; pter .44
Broun University 2nd semester .39
Ohio state University Average Grades .35
Stanford University Total Grades .43
Pennsylvania St te Oollege College Grades .41
-u'.hcrn "ethodint College College Grades .52

tJniversity of Arkansas Average in All Courses .34

The following are correlations which have been reported from

other institutions which have used the sane tests which fire were

given the students in t is study. Correlations at Amherst

College3 for the Otis Advanced Orouo Intelligence test with

grades for the entire course ran from .24 to .34. The Terman

iRuch, C". c -liege Qualifying ::xanin-..tions, ~ch. ? See, 21: 523-586

^Teman L.". Intelligence Tests in Colleges and Universities, Sch.

& Hoc., 13:431-404, April 23, 1921.

Stoll, O.H. Scholastic Teats In Aaheret College, Bch.&Soc.28: 524-525



test at Hlasi University1 gave correlations of .49 and .48

respectively rhon correlated with .Trades of the first and

second semester. The Psychological Kxan-ination2 of the

American Council of Education correlated .57 at Purdue University

with scholastic success, .54 at the University of Chicago and

.80 at the Case School of Aoplied Science.

Other Comparisons Between "ental Tests and College Success .

Although the set-od of correlation has been the usual one by

which the relationship between mental tests and college success

has been studied, other facts concerning this relationship have

been reported. Terman reports frora stnnford University a

correlation of .31 with the grades of 313 cases. Of the highest

25 in grades only two fell below the nedian test score for the

group, of the highest 52 only 10 fell below the median test

score of the group. Of 11 cases whose score was below an Alpha

score of 123, only 7 got above the average grade.

Colvin* of Brown University has sade very detailed ctudies

on the prognostic value of ner.tal tests. Tie found that with a

correlation of .50 with the Brown test and .46 with the Alpha

test for a two ft***« record of acadeslc work, SO percent of the

aen scoring low In the tests had left college by the end of the

junior year. Of men scoring high in the Brown test 37 percent

duller, v.s. The Predictive Value of Croup Intelligence Tests

J. :M. research, 13:305-374, 1927.
2 nt!»lnaker, J.". American Council Psychological Sxasination for

1926 -at Purdue Univ. Sca.ASoc. 37*86-88. Jan. 21, 1928.
3?errnan, L.". Intelligence Tents in Colleges ?nd Universities

4^fS%fi?s: T§eWof»Intlili?Inci°'?lst. Kd. Rev.62; 134-148 U>U
ion.
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had a high academic record and only 19 percent had a low

record. Seventy percent of the men with high academic recorda

received high psychological test records and only 6 percent

received low scores. A man scoring high in a psychological

test at Pro^n had about 2 chances out of 5 of getting a high

caderaie record, and 4 chances out of 5 of getting a satis-

factory record. The nan who scored lot? had about 7 chances in

10 of making a poor record and less than 1 chance in 10 of

waking a high record.

DeCarap
1

, at Pennsylvania Bt&tfl College, found that of 42

students who had 3 or more below massing grades at the middle

of tr.e first semester, 37 percent •.- ers.- in the lot est quarter

of the Array Alpha test. Of those dropped froa college at the

end of the first aeraeeter, 40 percent were in the lowest quartile

of the test and 20 percent were in the 2nd lowent quart i Is of

the test.

2
Toops , at Ohio State University, found ia studying the

results of a two hour group intelligent tet;t, that of t;:0 lowest

group in the test nearly all fail and only 10 percent succeed in

gettin^ a degree; of those sith an average score on the toet, 1

out of every 3 graduates, and of those with the M 'i.est scores,

4 out of every 5 graduates.

"rasier -

9 at the Colorado State Teachers* College, found

that with 559 students who entered the school in 1927 and who

1 ~ ;• j . . studies ta mtal Tests, to 'oc. ,1-1:' 54-3S8
Oct 1

, 1921
2Tooos, I'.A, Away "ith "lgh School -oints and Credits, School

Sxecut1V3s ttag&st&ft, 48:8
3Frasier, O.ff. College ^ntrrnce: A ?Tes? Plan, School "yecutives

•i-. e, 49:73, 1929.



i?ere riven the Thurotoae Intelligence test, a student with a

low intelligence test score has 1 chance in 3 of doing poor

scholastic work. Sixty-four oercent of those who were droooed

at the end of the fall quarter were in the lowest half in

intelligence and 57 percent were in the lower- 1 5th in intel-

ligence. Of those dropped out during the second quarter, 34

percent were in the lowest 5th in intelligence and 88 percent

were in the lowest half in intelligence. Less than 8 percent

of t-.ese stuionte verc nr.on.- t; c r.ost intelligent grouo. The

average scholarship rating of the least intelligent students was

C- and of the most intelligent B. The intelligence test -redicts

with even chances that there will be an error of not nore than

one third, of a letter -rode in a 5 letter -rade systen.

V. C0?rCLUST0W8 TO BR FRCF PREVIOUS OTISTISATIO*!".,

Conclusions t-r> be -r-irr ' t:v the? ::f fr-c^s >\
t

x- stipe in

Cental Te. ts and From ti e effects of Taking Several Tests

Rather
,

Thap One. The studies which have been quoted show that

practice in abilities such as are included in the mental tests

and oryetlce in several tests will definitely increase the scores

of such exercises. Practice tends to increase loo the rite at

which an individual will console te tue tack net before his.

Practice, however , does not equalize the ability of those who

are bein tested. After oractice tne differences between individua.lt

are only slightly increased. Practice in tne few investigations

which have been quoted such as tuose of Pollingrorth, Slick and

Suadluch indicate that practice, in general, seecs to increase

the predictive value of the taste. Practice Increases the cor-



relation between a test and a criterion as Gundlach has shown.

Dunlap and Snyder have sho»n that familiarity with a test will

cause enough increase in score so that the ranking of a group

of students may be markedly affected if soac of the students

have had practice on the tests and some have not had practice.

All those facts would seen to indicate fc.at the giving f several

teste would be a better policy that the giving of a single test,

^ucn a procedure would be of value, since it would tend to

equalize the amount of practice and familiarity of the students

with th t .etc. "oreover, an "tenvuift has Bho^m, one test does

not give an adequate sampling of an individual's ability, since

the indiviJual tends to vary in emotionality and attitude from

one test aeriod to the next and also since he does not obtain

the, sane rank in every test taken. Moreover, ?ith a criterion

such as college success, tic tendency would be for the prognostic

value of the tost to be increased rather than decreased.

Conclusions fro bo From fet Use of ''cutal Tests in

OoIIctog. The generrl conclusion seens to be that the mental

tests do give some knowledge of the -robable success of the

student in his college work. The corrections of the test with

grades as made in college work are usually around .40. Toops*

found the median correlation in the colleges he studied in 1923-

24 to be around .46. The tests seem to be of somft value in

f?electing those who rill do good work and those who will do poor

work. \e was stated in the preceding ohapter, many authorities

1Toons, H.A. The Status of University Intelligence Tests in

1923-1024, J. of Sd. Psye. , 17: 23-2S, January , 110-1^4
February 1926.
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feel that the reason there is not store correspondence between

the mental test scores and college grades Is that these grades,

oo far as objectivity ana reliability are concerned, are far

inferior to the objectivity and reliability famished by the

cental tests. And besides, the effort which a student rill put

into the taking of a mental test say not correspond at all to the

effort he exoends in setting the grades he receives. There is

no test at the present which will adequately measure the effort

and persistence with which a student will woric at a task. Perhaps

if such an instrument were available the discrepancy between

college grades and the scores made on the mental tests might be

eliminated to some extent.

Since mental tests bear sons relation to the success the

student males in college and since practice on test? and

familiarity with the tests sees; to increase the relation between

a test «ind its criterion, it ijould seem better to ^ive a battery

of tent? th?.n to five a single test. A study of the data presented

here on this subject W the next consideration.



CHAPTER III

I BETHOD OF ^ROCKDURfi.

Collection of Data. For the past seven years at tie

Massachusetts Agricultural College a battery of mental teste

has been riven to each enterin- class of four year students.

The givin;r of a battery of tests i?rew out of the belief that a

frrotap of tests would be a rsore reliable criterion than would a

single test. This belief had arisen since Dr. Click had shown

In his study thnt nractlee tended to increase the validity of

tests 'vith school -rades. However, although several studies

had si.own that validity was increased through the giving of

several tests, no invest! *ation hip, ever been carried on as to

ti:e value of a battery of tests in predicting college success.

It was to test this assumption that t: is study was carried out.

The data of the present study was obtained from the nental

test and scholastic records of four year students at the

Massachusetts Agricultural College, using the recrds of six

classes, fron the Class of 1927 through the Class of 1932. The

mental teste, were given to these classes from the year 1923

through the year 1928. In all classes, except in the case of

the Class of 1927, the tests i?ere given to the freshnan class

in the opening week of college. In the class of 1927, the menta

test were taken during the month of December, IBM. This study

considers the data secured on each test which all these students

took.

The scholastic records of the students of these classes

were obtained through the kir.dncss of the Dean's Office at the



college. It «as thus ossible to obtain the fullest information

concerning the record of each student. The record of each student

was kept upon a seo&rate sheet which made the use of the records

convenient. The mental test scores of the student also sere

kept on the same sheet with the scholastic record. The scholastic

record of the student included the grades he had male in the

various courses which he had taken , the average grades which he

had made for the terse of his college course, the length of time

the student had reaained in college, the reason for a student*

e

leaving college, if he did so, whether or not the student had

graduated, what courses the student had flunked or conditioned,

the type of degree he was working for and any other items which

v*ere available concerning the student's record in college. Pull

records vcre available for the classes of 19"7, 1928 and 19C9

from the day of entrance through the day of graduation. A record

tnrough the junior year was available for the class of 1930, a

record t. r u ;h the sophoiaore year for the class of 1331, and a

record through the freshman year for the class of 1932.

; .; :,-.o in "tui-ing the Cental Test records. The method

aged in studying the mental test records of each student was to

use the score made by the student on each teat to determine the

value of each separate test. To determine the value of the

battery of tests the combined peore of each of the separate teste

was used. This score was obtained by adding together the separate

scores on each of the tests making a total score, called in this

study the Total Point Score. With the Class of 1927 a Total

Point core was not used, since the testing ^rogras for t: is
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class srae a little different frors that used in the other classes.

In t.-is class the average scores of the last two teste were used,

since all the tests given ~ere of the same type, (all Army

Alpha teste) . The scores of the tests of each class #ere also

ranged so the relative oosition of each student in relation to

Lie fellow students saigl. t be determined.

5tude..tr -0 ere ?iot Iiicluaea in „ , tu . y . There were

several groups of students who er: not i .eluded in this study.

T;;i* fir fit group included those students in each class who did

not have a complete- test record, that is, those students who did

not take all of the tests w..lch sare P-iven to their group. The

second group which vms eliminated consisted of students who had

transferred to this institution from another college. Many of

these students had incosclete scholastic records since they

entered with a year or so of college work for which they obtained

credit here. Their scholastic records, lacking in completeness,

would not be justly comparable to those of students ^ho had

entered this institution se freshmen. The next group of students

which were oaitted fro® the study . ere the foreign bom students.

These students, because of language difficulties, often sade

scores on the tests, scores smeh lo-ser than their probable

actual ability. In order that such students might not affect

the results of the study, they were eliminated. One student v?as

also eliminated because he was so much older than the rest of the

group that it was felt that such an individual would have an

unfair advantage over his fellow students both in scores made

on the tests and in work done in the different courses.
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II DIVISION OF T!!S DATA IKTC GROUPS FOR STUDY

.

Division of Scholastic -u,J Cental Tent Records. The

sOholastlO and nental test records were divided into six groups

according to the college class with which the student took his

cental tests when he entered college as a freshman. Even though

a student eight not remain in the ease class with which he entered

as a freshman, he was kept with the class with which he took

his mental test in this study. The six groups are the classes

of 1927 through 1932.

Records .Coaposln • Droup I. The group called Group I is

composed of those students who took their aental test with the

graduating class of 1927. All the teste taken by tr.ls group

were the Aray Alpha Intelligence Examinations, (Published by

the Bureau of Educational Measurements and standards, Kansas

State Toa chere College, Sapor la, Kansas). These were taken by

the class in December, 1933. The first test given to this class

was t«-e .iray Alpha test, fora 8. This test wns followed by

three practice forms, similar but not identical to the Aray Alpha

Examination in content. The three practice forme were entirely

different and were given on successive days. The practice foras

were followed by two tests; the Aray Alpha Examination, fora 6,

and the Amy Alpha Examination, fora 9, given on successive days.

The practice foras were not scored. The scores which sere used

were those of the Aray Alpha Examination, fora 8, and the

arithmetical average of the scores of the last two tests gitren#

the Artsy Alpha Examinations, foras 6 and 9, respectively. Tnere

sere 111 students in this group, a nuaber which represents those

Himtfufttg after the students who were not considered were

eliminated. Four years of college work were considered in this



group, from the freshman through the senior yeare.

Record b Coooeln:; Group IT. Group II in t..e "loss of 1928.

To tikis class five different tests ??ere given during the first

week of college in the freshman year in 1024. The tests in the

respective order in which they were given on successive day© are

as follows* The first test was the Array Alpha Intelligence

?' :

*- tin-, form :. '•' ir •. ;.r followed by the '^tior.-t.l Intel-

ligence Test, for® A, (Published by the World Book Company,

Yoakers or. ' -ron, flew York). The next test wao the Teraan Group

Test of Mental Ability, fora A, (Published by the World Book

Company, Yoakers on Hudson, Sew York). Cn the next day the

test ^iven was the Otis Advanced Group Intelligence Scale, fora B

(Publ.isi.ed by the .'orId ^ook Company, Tonfcers on Hudson, Hew York

followed on the next day and the last day by the Army Alpha

Intelligence 'xanination, form 9. The scores for each student

on all of the tests were added together and made what ie called

the Total Point Score for this croup. The entire scholastic

record from the freshman through the senior year was considered

for this group. Gf those who took the tests with this class a

total of 183 cases were considered after the students who were

not studied were eliminated.

P.e.cords gggggSlBi r )U -• I*I-» Group III is composed of

those students sho were in the Glass of 1929 and who took their

mental tests the first week of college in 1S25. The tests taken

by thit class in their respective order were the Array Alpha

Intelligence Examination, form 8; the Otis Advanced Group

Intelligence Scale, Form B; and the Psychological fWWination
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of the Arerican Council on Education, edition of 1925.

(Published by American Council on Education, 26 Jackson Place,

iasaln-ton, D.C.) The scoree of these three teste were added to

form a Total Point Score. For this elars the records of the

fres-hsnan year through the senior year sere available. There

were a total of 142 cases in this group after those cases who

were not studied were eliminated.

j
ccords Conposin j Croup VT . Croup IV is err:nosed of 161

students, after elimination had taken plnee, who took their mental

tests with the Class of 1930 in the first week of college In the

year 19.CS. The ter.te given this class in their respective order

were the Army Alpha Intelligence Examination, fona • 5; trie Ceorge

7aenin-ton Scries Social Intelligence Tept, :i"or^ 2, (Published

by Center for Psychological Service, 2024 3 Street £.W. Washington

D.C.) and the Psychological "xarsination of the toerlean Council

on Education, edition of 1928, The scores of each student on

these thrse tests isere combined Into a total which Is known as

the Total Point Score for this group. The scholastic records

of this group were considered fross the freshman year through

the junior year.

ecords Cos-posing Orou^ V. Croup V is coc-osed of those

students who took their mental tests with the class of 1931 in

the first week of college in September 1927. After elimination

of undesirable records this group was coraposed of 151 students.

The tests riven to thin group were in their respective order

the Army Alpha Intelligence Kxawination, forn 9; the Otis
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Advanced Group Intelligence ^cale, form T?; and the Psycfco-

logical "x&'iinatlon of the American Council on F.duentlon,

edition of 1927. In this group the scholastic records of the

freshman year through the sophomore year trere considered,

'coords Co::.;:oein.:; '-roup VI

,

Grout? VI f?an e-.r^ored of

173 students, after elimination had taken place, who took

their mental tests with the class of 1932 in the first week

of college in September 1928, The tests --iven to this ^roup

in their successive order, were ...e Array Aloha Intelligence

T'.xasin&tion, forta 5; the Otis Advanced Croup Intelligence

Scale, form B; the Psychological Kxaaination of the American

Council on klucatlon, edition of 1928. In tola group only

the ocholaotlc record of the freshman year sms available to

be considered.
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CHAPTER IV.

STATISTICAL TP~-T«BPTATIC??!3.

1 . 7 MilA" 10!;' 7" DP" TO* PA"78 ON TPP PTF"-^ rVT ?p<?fg

> : -1-
"

' ^ ^
ith Hfc^--ect. to Their ;•: V.r. on the

Various Teste. Ouiler and Stenquist have shown that students on

different nental tests do not pet the sane ranks on each one of

the to-tp •-.•oh t..ov take. Sutler1 found that there was a

variation of from 6 to 52 points in I.Q. between a series of

tests which wore taken by a group of students. The sasee

variation in ranks occurs with the tests of this etudy.

In order to determine the agreement in ranks between the

mental tents for the students of this study, tt?o cosrparisons were

made. The first cotsrarison «a» to find ho?? many students agreed

within a difference of 20 rarks or less between two test measures

or in all the tests. The* second comparison was to find how many

had a rank agreement of 10 or less between any two test seasures

or in all the tests. These agreements were round by r sinking the

scores of each test and giving a rank to each stu ent. A. rank

of one would mean that the student had the highest score in the

group, a rank of 75 in a group of 75 would siesn that the student

had the lotrest score on that test in the group, ft otuient thus

obtained ranks on all the tests which he took and In addition

a rank on the Total Point Score. An agreement of 20 or less

between two tests aeans that the student's rank on the one test

does not differ by rsors tnan 20 points froe the rank he obtained

x0uider, "US. Hot? Different T* oes of Tests free in Rating nchool

Children, El. School Journal, 22:734, 19?2.



on the other test. An agreement of 20 ooints or less in the

ranks of all the tests means that the student* s rank on all

the tests does not differ by more than 20 points. These

comparisons carried out for the entire six groups are shown in

Table 1.

The first thin- to be noticed in these comparisons is the

agreement in rank of all the tests the students took, which

includes also hip rank on the Total Point Score. Group I does

not have this comparison. In the five groups concerned this

agfoeae&t in rank on all the tests varies from 10.43 percent in

Group II to 24.79 percent in Grout) III with the agreement in

the other three groups being around 20 oercent. The greater the

number the tests an individual takes the greater the difference

will be in his ranks on the tests. This fact is shown by the

figure of 10.43 percent in Grouo II where 5 tests were given and

where as a result there were 8 test measures to consider. In

the lspt four grouos where only three tests were given, there

are about 10 percent more students in general who do not change

t:.eir ranks by any more than 20 points or less. This means

that there are a very small percentage of students who obtain

any-where near the same r^nk on all the tests which they take.

It means farther that it would be very unfair to rank a student

on the basie of one test alone since his ranks on different tests

change to such a great extent.

In Group I where the first test given, Alpha form 8, and

the average scores of the last tiro tests given, Aloha forms 6 and 9,

were coin red, an agreement of 81.08 oercent was found for the



Table 1

Showing Agreements in Ranks, in Studentr* Positions on of
the Testis Compared with Each Other in the Group.

Agreement in Test
Ranks Between:

Group I {ill cases)

Army A1-.ha, form 8
and Ave, scores of
Array Alpha, forms
6 and 9.

Agreement in Rank of
20 points or lees.

Ho. of Percent Ave.
cases of

Group
Point
Agree-
ment

90 81.08 9.006

Agreement in Rank of
10 -points or lens.
No. of Percent
cases of

Group

51 45.95

Group II (103 cases)

All Tests 17 10.45
Army Alpha, form 5
and National SI 37.42 8.9 36 22.09

National and Toman 54 33.13 9.8 26 15.95
Terman and Otis 68 41.71 8.4 37 22.89
Otis and Army Alpha,
Tom 9 80 49.08 0.7 45 27.61

Alpha, form 6 and
Total Point Score 124 78.07 8.07 77 47.24
Rational and Total
Point Score 89 42.32 8.25 43 26.38
Terman and Total
Point Score 109 66.87 8.09 72 44.17

Otis and Total
Point Score 92 56.44 7.52 63 38.65
Army Aloha, forra 9
and Total Point Scorell4 39.94 7.7 77 4?. 24

Group III (1*12 cases)

All Tecte 35 24.79
Army Al~>ha, forra 8
and Otis 66 48.5 7*88 45 31.7

Otis and Psychological 77 54.2 8.39 48 33.8
Army Aloha and Total
Point Score 107 75.4 7.84 70 .49.3

Otis and Total Point
Score 98 -9.01 7.12 73 51.4

Psychological and
Total Poi t Score 114 10.3 6.72 85 >9.9
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Table 1 (con.)

in Rank of
20 nolnt^ or lorn.

Agreement in Test No. of Percent Ave"I
Ranks 3ett?een: canes

Group IV (161 cases)

All Tent9 32
Army Alpha and Soclal72
Social and Peycho-
logical 57

Array Alpha and
Total Point Score 113
Social and
Total Foint Score 75

Psychological and
Total Point Score 142

Group V (151 cases)

All Testa 36
Amy Alpha and Otis 81
Otic and Psychologi-
cal 37
Amy Alpha and
Total "oint Score 104

Otis and Total
Point Score 92

Psychological and
Total Point 3core 124

Group VI (173 cases)

All Tects 35
Array Alpha and Otis 79
Otis and Psychologi-
cal 86
Amy Alpha and
Total Point Score 108

Otis and Total
Point Score 108

Psychological and
Total Point Score 141

of
Group

19.9

Point
Agree-
ment

Agreement in Rank of
10 points or leaf..
Ho. of Percent
ences of

Group

44.72 AO

35 40 P IBS oo c c . iSo

70 19 R 4.Rm . TrO (Ml

t& 58 AO
<S» .ox

88.2 6.933 107 66.46

53.6 9.52 46 30.5

44.4 9.34 38 25.2

68.9 8.59 60 39.7

60.9 10.05 48 31.8

82.1 7.03 90 59.6

20.23
45.7 8.6S 48 27.75

49.7 9.44 45 26.01

62.4 9.78 72 41.6

62.4 6.69 57 32.95

81.5 7.85 92 53.2
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agreeraent in rank of 20 ooints or less with an average agreement

in actual rank points of 9.005. This taeanc that between the

first and the last score there ©as very little difference in

the ranks of each student. The percent in this grouo is a siuch

larger percent than that found in any of the other grouos and

way be possibly accounted for by the foot th t in this group all

of t' - test given were of the same type while in the other groups

different tests were given in which a different kind of raaterlal

sas used for content. In this group as in the other groups the

noaber who agree by 10 points or less in rank is much less than

those who agree by 20 points or less in rank. This le what would

be expected, nince there is such a great variation in the ranks

of a .;t ;-ont on the different tests, tne ^rou~ v:i th the greater

agree on t s would be larger than the group rith the smaller

agreements. A student is r,ore liable to change his rank by 10

points than he le by 20 points. In the other grouoe it is noted

that the a^reesent in rank of one test to tro succeeding test

varies -ith an agreement in rank of 20 points or less from

around 35 percent to about 50 percent; and for an agreement of

10 points or less in rank frotn around 15 oorcent to 30 percent.

The ranks a student made then i-ere slightly bettor in the successive

teett -if ranks on all the tests. It geans further that

only ) iercv:.;t of t..o >-

1

. ..ei. tn on the e )
- -

1

a

sa-e r ith in a :'0 T~-lnts fror - v. t-Tt to the next

tort . .: c. t:,: o:.. t . : it o:.ly : - at -
' '. t e vv^iq

rank ..1 '-..i.. . r >
- : ;?f 10 --piste fror. one tect to the nest tert

tiich was taken. The average agreement in points was around 7
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to 9 points for those w;.o a -reed by 20 points or less from

one test to the next test. For this group of students this is

a small agreement in points, but it must not be forgotten that

there wer 1 iye over 50 perc nt of the students who did not

agree within 20 points in rank from one test to the next.

hen t;.o rank of each student on ench one of the mental

test given was compared with the rank the student made on the

Total Point Score in the Oroups II to VI, much the ea-ne a^ree xmts

wer found as were found in the other cor-orisons rsade. In

general, mi percent of students who agreed in rank 20 points

or less and the group agreeing 10 or less between each test

and the Total Point Score was larger than the agreements in rank

between the ranks of the successive tent. T. is -to- '.or porcor.t

was probably due to the fact that each one of these tests conoosed

part of the Total Point Score with which it r/as compared and

thus Mi | I have had an influence in causing a greater similarity

between these ranks. The test wi.ich agrees most closely v;ith the

Total Point Score in ranks is the Psychological test, which was

in every case the last test given. The next higher percentage

ip that of t: g firet test which was given, the Army Alpha test.

In Group II, the highest connarison with the Total Point ricore

was given by both of the Aloha tests, the first one of these

tests giving the highest comparison. The greater percentage of

comparison of the separate tests with the Total Point Score

agreed on the average more closely with the rank each etudcitt

made in each separate test, than the rank the student made on each

senarpte test agreed with the rank the student m de on another
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test. This would sees to mean that the Total Point Score will

tell more closely the correct rank of a student than will a

separate test* Of the separate tests the Psychological test

seems to agree -ore closely ndth rank made on the Total Point

Score.

:-.c to be Hrawn Fr- -

' -reckon ts
"

!cttveen Hanks on_

the Tests. The main conclusion t; at is to be drawn from thin

discussion is that one test will not give the accurate rank of

a student with relation to the other students of his group,

since the ranks he obtains on the different tents vary to such

a great extent* This great variation in ranks may be shown if

a fesr students are taken from Group III, for example, and their

ranks on the four test measures in this group given. This

comparison is given below.

Student Rank on Rank on Rank on Rank on
Army Alpha Otis Psychological Total Point
test test test "core

126.0 6*.0 12.0 62.5
B 38.5 50.5 110.5 75.5
C 133»0 104.5 20.5 77.0
D 29*5 135.0 33.8 59.5

20.0 123.5 10S.5 86.0

These five students si owed are ones vrho sloped extreme variation

in t^eir ranks on the different test measures. All this means,

as has been said hetorc, tfeaft if only one test had been given

to a -prou?, a very unfair ranking of some students 1 abilities

might have been obtained. On the other hand, it shows that

alth-:. ;;•-;> the same ranks may not be obtained on every test, yet

In general with a battery of tests a student will ^et r.ore nearly

what is probably his true rank. This is shown by the fact that
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the Total Point Score which, is the measure for the battery of

tests agrees more closely nith the ranks on each separate tost

than do the ranks on separate tests agree with each other.

There are, therefore, valid reasons for the giving of a battery

of testa when it is desired to determine the ability of a

student in the most accurate manner.

II SCORE3 ON ?nr T"STS AW THE TOTAL POIFT SCORE CORR^LATID WITH
^TUTOTn 1 AV'T^ 7 T*!R*' A: Tr

) YEARLY ARAOXS,

"ethod Used in Corr>~ring Test "cores "ith Aver*~o ^raies.

The first method used to determine the validity of a battery

of tests with respect to college success me by use of the

aethod of coefficient of corrclation'/test scores with the average

grades for the terms of the freshman and soohocore years and with

the average grade for each year of the freshman, sophomore,

junior arid senior years, where the average grade for these years

was avail -hie. In the first three groups, the test scores sere

al^o correlated with the average grade the student made for his

entire course while in college. The term and yearly average

which was used here was the average the student had as stated

on ait record in the Registrar's office. This average is

obtained by taking the grade the student ^ts in each one of

his courses, multiolying the grade by the total number of

credits for the course, taking the sun of these r-roducts, and

dividing by the total number of credits which the student took

for the terra. A course conditioned by the student is given a

grade of 55 and a course flunked by the student is given a grade

of 50. Previous to the fall terra of 1027 the average grade

for the freshman and sophomore years included the grades
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receivcd in Military, and Physical Education of both the hoys

and the girls. The Military and Pbvsical Education of the

junior and senior years have always been included In the tern

average. The correlations in the following discussion were

computed regardless of the inclusion of these courses. The

effect of the elimination of these cotixees on the correlation

will be discussed later. It was left that in reaveraging the

different terras without the inclusion of these courses, in order

to make all the terras studied alike, would entail a greater

amount of labor than the results would justify. In the case

of the average for the entire course only those students were

considered who had co pleted the requirements for the decree.

For the terms of the junior and senior years no correlations

were carried out. Only the average grade for the entire year

was considered, since there is such diversity of courses which

the students take during these two years, it was felt that the

year*s average would be enough from which to judge the relation-

ship between tests and grades for these two years. T'oet of the

work in this study has been done with the freshrcan ana sophomore

years because these are the years when valid prediction of the

student's ability is 'ost desired, since the student who ei ters

the junior year is practically certain of graduation. The

decreasing number of students in the correlations from terra to

term ic due to the leaving of those students vho were asked to

leave or who left for reasons of their own.

Coefficient of "orrelntion nnd Its mailing. The coefficient

Is the most comonly used and the rsost standard means of inter-



pretin?" data of tl is type used in educational statistics. The

method1 of computing the coefficient of correlation is

illustrated on the follotrin- oages.

The coefficient of correlation between two variables srives

a raeasure of the relationship between the variables. The

coefficient of correlation varies fron +1 to -1. A correlation

of roans that no relationship existed between the variables,

A negative correlation neans that an individual *ho was above

the average in one of the variables trae below the average in the

other variable concerned. A positive correlation means that

an individual above the average in one variable *as above the

average in the other variable concerned. The ;reater this

relationship the closer the correlation would be to a +1. A

+1 would means that all had the same ranks on both of the

variables.

2
RuSS » in examining a great many correlation tables showing

the ro ults of educational studies has been led to regard the

following as indicative of the value of positive correlations.

A correlation is "negligible" or indifferent when r is lese than

.15 or ,20; as being "present but low", rhen r ranges from .15

or .20 to .35 or .40; as being "markedly present" or "marked"

when r ranges from .35 or .40 to .50 or .60; as being "high",

when r is above .60 or .70. These values will be considered in

connection v.d th the following correlations. The correlations

Source, The Theory of Educational "easurenents, op 333-341.

3Rugg, fl,0. Statistical Methods Applied to Education pp. 256-257.
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will be considered separately for the six different groups.

Correlations anonn Average flra&ee With Tests Scores Ppg

aroup I. The correlations for each of the terr.s of tie freshman

and sophomore years and for the junior and senior years and for

the average of the entire college course am shown in Table 2.

In this group it will be remembered that the teste given were

all Army Alpha tests, the tests U6ed belr.~ riven before and

after practice forai similar in content to the Array Alpha te'-ts

had been ~iven.

The correlations of this group show a decided superiority

for the correlations of the average of the soores of the Army

Aloha tests, forms 6 and 3, over those of the Army Alpha form

8 test. In every case the last t?ro Alpha correlations are higher

and better than the correlations of the Alpha, form 8 test. The

avera-e of the scores of the Alpha, forms 6 and 9, yields correla-

tions vThich average 7.8 points higher than the correlations of

the Army Aloha, form 8 test. This mean? that practice has been

influential in raising the validity of this group of tests.

Home of the lorer correlations sees to be increased more through

the effect of practice than sore of the higher correlations, as

is shown fey the lo*?er correlations of the sophomore year, where

three of the correlations show an increase of over 10 points.

The effect of practice has yielded correlations which are

raore valid than those given by the first test. Hugg considered

correlations above .35 to show a marked relationship. The

average correlation for the first test given, the Alpha, form 8

test is somewhat belo* this value but the average correlation



Table 2

Correlations between Average Grades and the Army Aloha forra 8
and the Average of the Array Alpha form 8 and 3 test' scores, of

Group I.

Average grade of: No. of Army Aloha

Freshnan Year
Cases Form 8

w
of Amy
. U I !. > U

r.

Aloha
1 »J

P.E.

First terra
Beeond tprr'

Third ters
Fin t i i*p ttp p T

111
102
100
100

.424

.477

.347

+ .05
+

±..06
^ ns

.493 + .05

±.06

"'onliOr^orG Ypnr

First terra

Third term
Entire year

91
as
84
84

.397
113
.155
.220

±..06

±.07
±.07

.501
-PAS

.334

±.05

±.07
±.07

Junior Year

Entire year 76 ±.07 .365 ±.07

Senior Ye rr

-"ntire year 72 • 322 i..' v7 . v. <—/ ±.07

in tire course
(4 years) 72 .353 ±.07 .413 ±.07

Average correlation .319 .397

Increase
of last
correlation
over first

.069

.020

.075

.054

.104

.132

.084

.114

.110

.025

.030

.078



for the lant tab teste is Broob shove tbii value, 4.7 ooints

exactly. Hix of the first test correlations are below this

value vhlle only three of the last two test correlations are

oelo. I. in value, "my r ; of the correlations of the last

two tests aporoach .50 tran do correlations of thn first test.

The correlations for the average scores of the Alpha, fora 6

and 9 tests are therefore higher and nore valid than are the

correlations of the first test given, the Alpha, form 8 test.

Practice has thus had two effects. It has rained the relation-

ship between the average parade of the student and the score

or rank he nakes on the Rental tests and has riven correlations

which are sore valid than those of the first test given to the

rt.>i \. L~.

The highest correlations between the average grades and the

scores on the tests appear in the freshsan year and the lowest

in the second and third terms of the soohonore year. This general

tendency for the correlations to be low in the sophomore year

is true also of tiie other five groups. These lower correlations

are due to tue fact that there vrere more students with lo\ test

scores who made high grades and students with high test scores

who made lev? grades than there were in the freshman year. For

example, the scatter diagram of the correlation (not presented

here) of the Alpha, form 8 test of the third term soohomore year

shows that there were 12 students who made grades above an

average of 80 who had scores approximately in the lowest quarter

of the class on this test, and that tl;ere were 6 students who

were approximately in the highest quarter of the scores of this
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test who made an average grade of 75 or lose. It is such

conditions as these which account in a lerge measure for the

discrepancy between the test scores and the grades which the

student makes. Another fact which helor to account for the

decrease in correlation after the freshman year is that after

this year the group is Tore select tl an it was at the beginning.

The group at the beginning of the freshman year contains both

extre-ely good and extremely poor students, shile in the latter

years the tendency Ss far the group to contain only the better

students since the incompetent students, as rill be shown later,

are. eliminated. A correlation for a more select group will

tisually be lower than a correlation for a more unselect group.

These facts also help to explain the lowr correlations of the

junior and senior years, which nevertheless are better than the

correlations for the sophomore year. In this grout) the grade

the student aakes for his entire course ie predicted almost as

well as tl » grade he makes for the third term of the freshman

year.

Hone of the correlations of this group are extremely low.

Many are very high, several of the correlations being above .45.

In conclusion, it may be said that the tests of this group

predicted to some degree the type of success the student reached

and that practice resulted in improving this relationship and in

producin: hi -her correlations.

Correlations of Ave-rare Grades "1th Te<-ts Scores for ft roup II.

In Oroup II there a total of five different tests were riven, the

Total Point Score is considered for the first time. The comparison



for this group Is shorai in Table 3. The Tot.il Point Score does

not, however, give the best average correlation for the group.

The beet average correlation for the group is given hf the Terman

test, a or- lation of .385; and the second beet correlation is

that given by the Total Point 3core, a correlation of .357. The

correlation of the other four tests average lot?er than the Total

Point '^oore, for the Army Alpha, form 6 test, .026 ooints; for

the '.rational test, .111 points; for the Otis test, .051 coin" •;

and for the Army Alpha, form 9 test, .103 points. In the series

of corr lotions for the terras and years, 5 out of the 11 cos-.carisons

show bettor correlations for one of the teste than the Total Point

Pcore. These are the comparisons for the first terra soonomore

year, for the entire sophomore, junior and senior years, and for

the entire course. In the junior year the Total Point Peore gives

a lov?er correlation than any of the tests exceot the rational

test. In all of the five cases where the Total Point ;"core

gives a lower correlation than a correlation of one of the toots,

the Terr.-an test rives a higher correlation than the Total Point

Pcore.

The National test and the Aloha test, forrs 9 gave the poorest

rv-;T- correlations for the -roup, hhy the Alpha, f orr. 9 tfret

should give such low correlations is unex lainable from facts

available. In the creceding group the last tests given showed

the highest correlations because of the effect of practice.

Practice should have accordingly raised the correlations of the

last tests in this group, but it did not. However, it rauet be

noted that even though the last two teats given, the Otis and

the Alpha, form 9 tests, gave progressibly lo^or correlations,
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yet these lower correlations did not make the correlations

of the Total ?oint Score lower than any of the tests of the

group except the Ternan test. The lower correlations of the

Otis and Alpha, form 9 tests d id not probably affect the

correlations of the Total Point Score and make thea lower than

they would have been if these testa had riven higher correlations,

since the scores of these tests are a part of the Total Point

'core. If these tests had given higher correlations, the Total

Point Score might not in any cape have given a correlation lover

than any one of the tests and the Toman test wuld have given

In eviry case correlations lower than the Total Point Score.

The correlations of the Total Point Score are better than

the average of the correlations for all of the other tests. For

example, the average of the average correlations for the five

teste of this group is .3004 shich is 5 points less than the

average correlations of .357 of tne Total Point Score. The only-

case iu vhich the Total Point Score correlation is not higher

that the average of the correlations of the other five teste in

the group is in the correlation \7ith the average grade for the

Junior year* In all other cases, the Total Point Score correlation

is higher than the average of the correlations for the other

five tests, even in the crimes in which the Ternan test has a

higher correlation than the Total Point Score.

In this group, then, the Total Point Score is a very

reliable rneasuro, even though the Terrsan test does give some

correlations which are higher than those of the Total Point score.

The correlations of the Tertian test, according to what was shown
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in Oroup I as to the effects of aractioe on correlations,

would probably not have been so large if other tests had not

oreooded It. Practice has probably had some effect In raising

the correlations of this? toot. All the evidence thus goes to

show that a battery of tests gives better correlations then does

a single test, and the battery as represented by the Total Point

ccoro seer.no to be the best measure. It is certainly the best

measure fsr prediction in the first two years of college work.

If the predictive value of the correlations for the first

test given, the Alpha, form 6 test, is considered, it will be

noticed that there are 5 correlations rhlch approximated .35

uith one of .42, while in the Total Point score there are 6

correlations above .35; but 3 of these correlations are around

.45, a BfiOfe better group of correlations than the firrt test gave.

It rill be noted that some of the tests which came after the

Al-ha, fort: G test, ~?,ve lover correlations than did this test.

Only one of the eoSWtii tions of the National teste is above .30.

The Terman test has 7 eorr lations above .35, more than any of

the ot-.r test measures. The Otis test has only 2 correlations

which arc ahovc .35, while the Alpha, form 9 test has only 1

correlation which Is above ,35. In the size of the correlations

given, the Terman test and the Total Point Score are again the

better measures.

The correlations in this group are th* highest in the

freshman year with correlations of the sophomore year somewhat

lower than those of the freshman year, particularly those of the

fir«-t term sophomore year. In this group the year which gives

the lov.es t correlations is the junior year. The correlations
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of the senior year also are not very large, but the correlations

for the entire course are almost as good as those of the first

terra of the freehaan year. The best prediction by the testa

was in the freshsian and sophomore years.

g 'relatione of Average Oracles 'Tit £jg|a Scores ?or Group IT3

The correlation? of Orouo II, as shown in Table 4 show for the

first time the correlations of a new test, the Psychological

test. Thin tost gives a higher average correlation than the

Total Point 'Icore of this group. The Total Point Pcore, however,

gives a higher average correlation than either of the first

two tests given, the Amy Alpha, forn 8 test and the Otis test.

The Total Point icore also gives a higher correlation than the

average of the correlations of the three test. The average of

the correlations of the average correlations for the three tests

is .273 nhlle the correlation of .291 of the Total Point Score

is 2 ooints higher. In only one instance is the Total Point

"Score correlation better than that of the correlation of the

Psychological test, in the third terra of the sophomore year.

The Psychological test thus gives the highest relationship for

any of the tests of this grou^. However, thir Joes not nean

that this test would ho just as good if it had been riven

alone without the other %vo toots which preceded it. The

taking of the other two tests undoubtedly helped the student

in tahi:. - t is test note thna if the tests had not preceded

it. Practice has probably bad its effeot in raising the

reliability of this tost. The correlations also show that a
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Table 4

Correlations between the Average Grades and Scores of Each test
and Total Point Score of Group III.

>\vera^e Grades of So. of y Aloha Otis Peycho- Total
^asee Forr? 8 ice: ical Point

"core
''rcGi .;*.an year r. P. ;

-i. r. r. P.?.. r. P.E.

Firet term 142 .322 . 368 ±.05 .466 ±.04 .452 ±.05
Second terra 128 .276 at.06 .348 ±.'i:> .387 .339 ±.05
Third tcna 124 •31 4 ±.03 .305 ±.08 .354 ±.05 •332 ±.05
Entire year 124 HQ .365 ±.05 •X...JD .385 ±.05

Sophomore Year

First term 111 . lo'J ±.06 .177 ±.06 *^ rr

• COO ±.06 .191 ±.C3
Second terra 103 .229 ±.06 at.UO .£24 ±.06
Third term 99 .229 ±.06 !" & A ±. 08 .258 ±.06 .281 .±.06
'in ti re vpv

r

98 .207 ±..06 .257 ±.07 . 209 ±.08 .282 ±.06

junior Year

Kntire year 86 .227 ±.07 .123 ±.07 .345 ±.07 .210 ±.07

Senior Year

.a tire year 74 .116 ±.08 .125 ±.08 .248 ±.07 .184 ±.08

Kntire course
(4 years) 74 .267 ±.08 .210 ±.08 .428 ±.06 .322 ±.07

Average correl t ion .234 .249 .333 .291
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battery of toots is more reliable th.in the giving of a single

test. Another reason which night account for the greater valid-

ity of the Psychological test Is thnt it is a longer test than

any of the other teste of the group. Toops} in a study of the

validity coefficients reported from several colleges indicated

that the longer tests had greater validity than the shorter

tests. ITeverthelees, the ability the student derived from the

taking of the first two tests, probably influenced the score he

made on the Psychological test. Practice with test material and

the technlquae of working at a test probably produced higher

scores than if the Psychological test had been given first.

There seems to be a slight tendency for the correlations

to increare from test to test, -.vhich tendency was not true of

the preceding group. The Aloha test gives the lowest correlations

of the gro p. In all except tvo instances the correlations of

the Otis test were larger than the correlations of the Alpha

test. The first test given is thus the poorest measure of the

group. Practice likely had some effect in raising the correla-

tions of t e sue essive tests.

In the Alpha test, only tvo of the correlations are above

.30. Four of the Otis test correlations are above .30. The

Total Point Score and the Psychological test are the best in

this regard, since six of the correlations of the Psychological

test and five of the correlations of the Total Point Score are

above .30. In this group ag"in, the best correlations are in

*Toops, H.A. The Status of University Intelligence Test3 In

1927^1924, J. of 5d. Psyc. ,17:23-26,110-124,1926.
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the freshman year. The lowest correlations are those of the

sophomore and junior years. The correlations for the senior

year and for the entire course are also not very high. When

all the correlations of this grouo are considered, it is

found that in general they are not as high as the correlations

of the preceding two groups. The average correlations for this

group are somewhat smaller than the average correlations for

the preceding two groups. Only four of the correlations in

this group are above .40, three of ™hich are in the Psychological

test group. In conclusion, it may he said that the best test

in this group seems to be the Psychological test, but that

the superiority of this test does not necessarily detract

from the value of a battery of mental test because of the

probable effect of practice of the first tv/o tests on the

Psychological test.

Correlations of Average Grades With Test Scores for

Group IV. The correlations for Group IV are shown in Table 5.

These correlations present much the same conditions as were

found in the preceding group. The Psychological test is here

again the best measure, giving an average correlation of .353,

while the Total Point Score is the second best measure with

an average correlation of .319. The Social Intelligence test

is by far the poorest test of the group with an average

correlation of only .1398. The Army Alpha, form 5 is only

slightly better than the Social test with its correlation of

.203. The average of the average correlations of the three
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Table 5

Correlations Between the Average Grades and Scores of Kach Test
and the Total Point Score in Croup IV.

.\vcr" -c C.rades of "o. of Amy Alpha Social Psycho- Total
Cases Form 5 logical Point

score
Freshman Year r. r. P.E. r. P. r . r. P.E.

first term

Third tern
Kntire year

161
148± i\j

142
142

.374

.216

.302

±.05

±.05
±.05

,258
. o\j\j

.148

.205

±.05
+ OP.

±.06
±.05

.524

.384

.489

±.04
4- ClRItUO
±.05
±.04

.506

.322

.431

±.04

±.05
±.05

Sophomore Ycr

Firwt terra
Second terra
Third term
Entire year

12?
118
119
1X6

.221

.105

.077

.191

±.06
±.06
±.06
±.06

.ISO

.071

.071G
• 126

±.06
±.06
±.03
±.0G

.400

.347

±.05
±.06
±.06
±.05

.356

.205

.154

.298

±.05
±.06
±.06
±.06

Jmilor Year

Satire year 98 .052 ±.07 .0207 ±.07 .211 ±.07 .165 ±.07

Average correlation .203 .1308 .353 .319
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tests for this group is .2219 which if? about 8.7 points

lens than the Total Point Score average correlation of .319.

In all the other sets of correlations the correlation of the

Total Point Score is alimye larger than the average correlation

of the three tests. This indicates the superiority and value

of a battery of tests although the correlation of the Total

Point Score may at times be less than the correlation of one

of the other tests.

From these correlations the value of a battery of tests

is again shorn. There is no way of knowing as far as this

study is concerned whether the Psychological test would have

given as high correlations as it did if the students had not

taken the two previous tests. The chances are that it would

not have given such hi~h correlations as it did here. The

value of the battery of tests is shown also by the faot that

the Total Point Score always gives correlations which are

hi -her than those of either the Alpha or the Social tests.

The Total Point 3core and the Psychological correlations

are better for another reason. Because they give higher corre-

lations they give the greatest number of correlations which

show the greatest relationship between the grades and the tests.

Both mea uros give very high correlations for the first terra

of the freshman year; the Psychological test a correlation of

.524 and the Total Point Score a correlation of .506, the

hi -host correlations which have been encountered thus far.

Three of the Psychological correlations and four of the Total

Point Score correlations are below .30. Only two of the Alpha
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correlations are above .30. The Psychological test and the

Total Point Score would thus be valid measures to use in pre-

diction since the najority of their correlations show a marked

relationship between the two variables concerned.

The best correlations of "his croup are in the freshman

year, with the correlations of the sophomore year somewhat

lower than the correlations of the freshman year. The corre-

lations for the third terra of the sophomore year are very low

as are also the correlations of the junior year. The reasons

for these low correlations are the sane as have been "riven

before, the tendency for some students with high test scores

to get low grades and for students with low test scores to set

high grades, and the tendency for those of poor ability In the

group to be eliminated so that the group becomes a more select

group. Aether or not as high correlations should be expected of

the tests In the {junior and senior years as in the freshman

and sophoaore years is a question. Those students who in

their freshman year made a comparatively low score on the

mental tests and who have in their college courses done con-

sistently good work might have obtained a better record on the

tests if they could have retaken them during their junior or

senior years. In the first chapter of this study it was shown

that environment ploys a large part in the score which is

received on a mental test. The student with the hi^h score

ml;.ht have ha., the same amount of ability as the student with

the low score, but the student with the hi h score might have
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had more of the environmental factors making for a high score than

the lot? score student had. The subject matter studied through-

out the college years night equalize the environmental factors

which nay have caused a student who has lone well in college

work to have a lov- test score. This does not mean that the

student with poor college rales and a ;ioor test record

would make a good record on the tests if he retook them in

his junior or senior year. In this? group there are two examples

which may illustrate this. Cne of the students had a rank of

3 on the Total Point Score. From his freehman year this stu-

dent has always stood in the lowest half of his class with

his academic average for all the courses he has taken around

70. The other student whose rank was in the third or second

quarter of th3 class in each one of the tests had at the end

of the junior year the highest average in Lis class. Perhaps

both of iheee students had actually the same ability but

bi.cause of the environment which they had before taking the

tests were enabled to make such idely divergent scores on

the cental tests.

Correlations of Avera -c Grades 51 th Test Scores for

Qrouo V. The correlations for the average grades of the

terms of the freshman and soahomore years and the average for

both of the entire years are shown for Group V in Table 6. In

this group the average correlatio of the Total Point Score

is higher than the average correlations of any of the tests

in the group. The average correlation of the Total Point 'core

has a value of .354. The Psychological test gives the second
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Table 6

Correlations Between the Average Grades and Scores of Kach test
arid the Total ^foint "core in Group V.

Average Grades of No. of Artsy M^ha Otis Psycho- Total
~—on -"orr- 9 logical Point

Score
•»»A • • ' • r • i r . i r. P.s.

First term 151 .349 ±.05 .377 ±.05 ±.05 .437 ±.04
Second tern 139 .329 ±.05 .280 ±.05 *7o r~*

• oro ±.05 .395 ±.05
Third tern 133 .349 ±.05 .378 ±.05 .400 ±.05 .434 ±.05
Entire year 133 .361 ±.05 .309 ±.06 .402 ±.05 .420 ±.05

'•opnoaore Year

Firct term 112 .111 ±.06 .0762 ±.06 .209 ±.05 .219 ±.06
'"econd term 110 .123 ±.06 .105 ±.06 .254 ±.06 .212 ±.06
Third tors 105 .304 ±.08 .257 ±.08 .396 ±.06 .395 ±.06
Tintire year 103 .223 ±.06 .192 ±.06 •ooc ±.06 .320 ±.06

Average correlation .269 .2465 .348 .354
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bect average correlation Tilth a value of .348. The average

correlation of the Army Alpha, form 9 test ie .200, rhlle the

average correlation of the Otis te«t is slighly lower .vith

a value of .2465. The Total Point Score correlations are

better than the Psychological test corr lation in all cases

except for the second and third terms of the sophomore yenr

and for the average of the sophomore year. The Total A oint

Scor is better also in that its correlation is always larger

than the average of the correlations of the other tep.ts. The

average of the average correlations for the three tests is

.2870 which io 6.6 points less than the correlation for the

Total i'oint Score. This v/ould be expected since the Total

Point Score altrays lias a correlation larger than the correla-

tions of the other teste. Since the junior and senior years

are not available for comparison in this group, it is not

knosn ~hat test measure vrould have been the better in these

t;vo years. As far as this group is concerned the Total Point

Score scene to be the best test measure in the group, vith

the Psychological test only slighly inferior to it as a

measure.

3hen the size of the correlations of this group are

considered, it is founa that there are a great many corre-

lations in the group whioh are high enough to &ho» a marked

relationship betreen the grades and the scores on the tests.

Only three of the Alpha correlations are above .35 and only

two of the Otis correlations are above thl6 value. The



Psychological test and the Total Point Score both have six

correlations thnt are above .35, both Gets of correlations

being in the sane terms. Five of the Total Point Score corre-

lations arc around .40 or above, nnd four of the Psychological

correlations are of about the sane value. The Total Point Bcore

thuc givot the Rost valid correlations.

The bost correlations for all the; testa are in the

freshuan year, the best correlations being In the first term

of the freshnan year. The poorest correlations are in the

first and second terns of the sophonore year. The mental tests

sees to prediot better for the freshman year than for any of

the other years of the course.

Correlations of Average Grades v.'1th Test Scores of Uroup VI .

The correlations for the 1 at group, Group VI, are shown In

Table 7. In this group the highest average correlation is

that of the Total Point Score srhioh has an average correlation

of . ,.32 . The next best average correlation is that of the

Psychological test with an average correlation of .334. The

aver: -c correlation of the Otis test ir slightly better than

that of the Aray Alpha test of .333. In the third term of the

freshnan year the Alpha correlation is better than the Total

Point Score correlation. Perhaps this nay be partly explained

by the fact that the grades of the Botany course of this tern

correlated with the Alpha test with a value almost twice as

great as the Botany grades correlated sith the Total Point

Score. The correlations with the Botany grades for the respective

test neasures were as follows: with the Alpha test .236; trith
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Table 7

Correlations Petween Average Trades and Scores of Each Test
and the Total Point Hcorc In Group VI.

Average Trades of ?!o. 01 :ny Alsha Otis Psycho- Total
Cases Fora 5 logical Point

Freshrmii Year

First term 173
Second terra 144
Third tern 135
Entire year 133

Average correlation

tlie OU«j teat .1097; -i -h the? Psychologicr 1 toot .0908; and with

the Total Point 3core .129. A course -,-hich correlates poorly

with the tests nay affect the correlations, of the tents ,;ith the

average grades for the terns.

The remarkably high correlation of the Total Point Score

of .531 in the first tcria of the freshman year is one of the

best correlations in the entire six groups. The other correlations

for this term are also bettor than usual, since not a single

correlation is below .40. The tests must have predicted to a

marked extent the grade of the student for this terra. In the

entire group °* correlations there are only six correlations

which arc below .35. However, it must be remembered that only

the freshman year is being considered and that in the succeeding

years the correlations between the tests and grades would prob-

ably bo much lees. The correlations for the freshman year of

Oroup 71 are, however, higher than the correlations for the

r . P •

•

.401 ±.04

.244 ±.05

.311 ±.05

.376 ±.05

• 333

r. P.K.

.455 ±.04

.344 ±.05

.278 ±.05

.354 ±.05

.3602

r. p.e.

.491 ±.04

.359 ±.05

.354 ±.05

.352 ±.05

.364

Hcore

.531 ±.04

.382 ±.05
±.05

.392 ±.05

.399
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freshnan years In the other five groups. This menus that the

test predicted the grades the student aade in these years better

than they did in the precedi:.;- ;rra:s.

Conclusions -Thlch Are to be Dra-in from the Study of the

Correlation of Test Scores /1th Average Gra.es . These correla-

tions show "jlthout question the value of a battery of teets In

the prediction of college success. The sane measure in the dif-

ferent ;;roups did not, however, give the beet sorr-lations.

In Group I the value of prae ice on mental tests at* shotm by

the fact that the highest correlations were those obtained

after practice had taken plnce. In Group II the best correlations

were given by the t o eieasures, the Tcrraan test and the Total

Point "core. In Group III the Psychologic; 1 test Krae for the

most part the beet measure, but the Total Point 3core ave

correlations only sli ;:*htly lo fff than the Psychological test.

In Group IV, rrhore the sajne condition as in Group III existed,

the Psychological test waa again the best measure. In Group V

the correlations of the Total Point Score gave the beat

correlations. In Orou VI the correlations of the Total Point

Score also cave the best correlations.

The superiority of the Total Point Score correlations

ehon the value of a battery of tests. The superiority of the

correlations of the last two tests in Group I also show the

effects of practice on mental tests in raisin* the validity

of the teets. It Is probably on this fact that the superiority

of the Psychological test to a certain extent lies, for practice



on the previous two tests probably had come effect In raining

the corrections of this test. If the tost had been given first

its correlations would probably have not oeen so high. The Psy-

chological test thus ;jets part of its value from the giving of a

battery of tests. The Total Point Score is, however, a very

valid meanure since in those cases shore the Psychological test

Is better than the Total Point Score, the value of the Total Point

Score correlations is only sligntly less than the value of the

Psychological test correlations. Moreover, the Total Point Score

gives a correlation which nay be from 2 to 8 points higher than

the average of the correlations for the other tests. The Total

Point Score is, however, probably hindered by the fact that it is

composed of the scores of all the tests taken and that, therefore,

low correspondence between the tests and the grades probably has

some effect in lowering the correlations of the Total Point Score.

Low correlations of the other tests almost never, however, bring

the correlations of the Total Point Score below any of the other

tests except the Psychological test.

The majority of the correlations for these six groups fall

between .30 and .40. A great number for the most valid measures

are above .40. For the poorer test measures there are a great

number In the .20* s. The highest correlations for these groups

fall in the freshman year, the first term of the year being the

bight st. In the co^homore -~ar the tests correlate lower than in

the freshman year, one ortwo terms of this year sometimes glve-

ing rather low correlations. The correlations of the junior ear

are characterized by being very low, often lower than the junior

year. In Group III the senior year correlated less than the junior
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year. In Group I the senior year correlated better than the

junior year. In Group II the senior year correlated better

than the junior year. The senior year correlates lower with

the testa than does the freshman year. The average grade the

student makes for his entire course correlates about as well

with the t: ots as does his average for the second and third

tenne of the freshman year. The tests as judged by the corre-

lations furnish their best prediction In the freshman year.

Ill STUDY OF CORRELATIONS OF GRADES 71TH TEST SCORES

mm CERTAIH TYPES OF FACTORS ARE ROT INCLUDED

.

Effect on the Correlations "Shen bachelor of Vocational

Ar-rj culture Students Are T'ot Included, The students of these

groups fall into tt?o classes in terms of the degree for which

they : re working; namely, those who are working fo'r the degree

of Bachelor of Science, and those who are working for the

degree of Bachelor of Vocational Agriculture. This latter

group of students enters college with rather a different pre-

paration than do the students for the other degree, since they

enter from agricultural schools or from the agricultural

departments of high schools. These students in their pre-

paration have less academic subject matter than do the other

students and for this reason nay do poorer than they ought to

on the mental tests. For example in Group II there were seven

Bachelor of Vocational Agriculture students. All except one of

these students were in the lower half of the Total Point Score,
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four of the:- being in the lowest quarter of the men mire. Three

of these students graduated, one \-lo was in the second lowest

quart r of the Total Point Score and the other two in the low-

eat quarter of the same noasure. Of the two in the lowest Quar-

ter who graduated, ono was in the second highest quarter of his

class while the other was. in the second lowest quarter of his

class. The student in the second lowest quarter of the Total

Point Score graduated In the second highest quarter of his

class. All of these students thus did better than their test

records would indicate. In Group III where there were seven

Bachelor of Vocational Agriculture students, two ranked in

the flrnt or lowest quarter of the Total Point Score, two in

the third quarter and one in the fourth or highest quarter of

the tests. In the first term of the freshman year, two of

these students, rfoen ranked according to the average grades

which they received in the first term, two were in the third

quarter and three were in the fourth or highest quarter of

the class. Cno student only raade a record poorer in rank in

quarters than his rank on the Total ^oint 3core, but four had

better records in grades than their record on the Total Point

3core would indicate. There Is, therefore, a tendency for

the Bachelor of Vocational Agriculture students to make

better scholastic records than their mental test scores would

indicate.

During the freshman year these students take a slightly

different program thrui do the stuaente for the other degree.

This fact sight have eorne effect on the grades which these



students nake. For these reasons it was felt that the inclusion

of these students might affect the correlations of the test sco

r/ith the average grades. The Bachelor of Vocational Agriculture

students, were removed from the scatter diagrams of some of

t e correlations of the two croups, Groups III and V. These

correlations are shot?n in Table B, for the first and cecond

terms of the freshman year.

For Group III trhere there were seven B.V.A. students, the

effect in general on the correlations is very flight. J.'ost of

the correlations in this group are decreased by a few points

and in only one case by several Doints, that of the Otis test

in the freshman year. Eliminating the B.V.A. students does

not affect the tendency of the Psychological test to give the

hi -hent correlations and for the Total Point Score to give the

second highest correlations.

For Group V there were three B.V.A. students, all of

whom u-ere in the lov-Cft InIf of the tost ranks. In this group

the correlations of the first tv?o terns of the freshm-n year

give concr-hat the sane results as in the preceding group.

Not including these students in this -roup does not generally

seen to decrease or increase the correlations of the group.

It also does not affect the tendency of the Total Point Score

to be the better test measure in this group.

For both groups the sane general fact is true, that

leaving B.V.A. students out of the correlations does not affect

the value of the correlations to any great extent nor does it

prevent the best test measure of the group from being the best

test measure of the group.
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Table 8

Correlations Avern. e Grades of Group and Score of Each Test and
Total Point and "core of Groups III and V, when P.V.A. students
are included vixen B.V.A. students are not Included.

Group III (7 B.V.A. students in group)

Average Grades Array Alpha Otis

r
P.E. r. p..-:.

±.05 .360 ±.05
±.05 .368 • o
±.06 .348 6*06
±.06 .314 ±.05

Psycho- Total
logical Point

Score
r. P.E. r. P • •

.466 ±.04 .452 ±.05

.462 ±.05 .448 ±.05

.387 ±.05 .339 ±.05

.377 ±.05 a Mf\ ±.05

Freshman year r.

First terra (1)
+ .322

First tem (2)
4 .324

Second tern (1) .278
Second terra (2) .263

Grouo V (3 B.V.A. students in group)

Freshnian year

First tern (1)
Firnt ters (2)
Second terra (1
^coond terra (2

Array Al?>ha Otis

.349

.345

.329

.317

±.05 .377 ±.05
±.05 .391 ±,05
±.05 .280 ±.05
±.05 184 ±.05

Psycho-
logical

.405

.393
,376
.381

±.05
±.05
±.05
±.05

fatal
Point
Score

.437 ±.04

.439 ±.05

.395 ±.05

.394 ±.05

(1) + ,1th B.V.A. students in correlations
(2) + ,/ith B.V.A. students in correlations



gffoot of ITot Including Conditioned or Flunked Courson in

Correlations of Tests and Average Grr--3 B p. ?hc correlations

shown in Table 9 wore obtained in ooncctlon with some other work

in which the avera;-,ce for Group IV were oonputed without the

conditioned or flunked courses being averaged into the averages

for the term. These correlations were found for the three terras

of the freshman year. A few students who had flunked or con-

ditioned all escept one or too courses were eliminated. These

correlations, in addition, do not include the courses in

Military, Physical Education, or Rural Hone Life 1.

In general, the effect of the elimination of these courses

on the correlations is not very reat. In the first term of the

freBlinan year the correlations for the Psychological test and

for the Total Point Score show a definite increase, but with

the other two tests there is a decrease in the correlations. In

the second tern there is an increase in the Ctis and Psychological

test correlations and a decrease in the other two correlations.

In the third terra there is a definite increase in the correla-

tions of all the test measures. The general tendency seems to

be for tho correlations to increase when these courses are

not included; but since there are exceptions to this, it can

be said that not including these courses in the averages has

very little effect on tho corr lations of the test scores with

the grades for the terms. It should also be noted that v;hen

these courses are not included, the tendency tor the Psychological

test and for the Total Point Score to give the best correlations

is the sane as .hen the courses ore included.
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Table 9

Correlations Tith and Without Conditioned or Drooped foursee
in the Average Grades and "cores of ^nch Tost and' the Total

Point ^core of Croup IV.

Average Cradeo Army Alpha ocial Psycho- Total
logical Point

^core
Freshman year r. P.?. r. r. :. r. p.s. r. p.?..

First terra (1)+ .374 +.05 .258 +.05 .524 +.04 .506 +.04
First term + .357 +.05 .237 +.05 .539 +.04 .532 +.04
Second term (1) .289 +.04 . 200 +.06 . 417 +.05 . 436 +.05
Second term (2) .282 +.05 .213 +.05 .431 +.05 .320 +.05
Third terra (1) .216 +.05 .146 +.08 . 364 +.05 . 322 +.05
Third term (2) .219 +.05 .i«y +.06 .425 +.05 .368 +.05

(1) * 'Tith conditioned and Dropped courses in Averages.
(2) 4* without conditioned and Dropped courses in Averages.

Effect of the Elimination of rllltary and Physical Education

Grades on the Correlations of Test Scores V/ith Average Grades.

In Group I rhen the tr;o test measures t?ere correlated with the

oourse '.rllltary of the first term freshman year, negative

correlations vrere obtained. The Amy Alpha, form 8 test gave

a correlation of -.0233 and the average of the scores of the

Army Alpha, form 6 and 9 testB gave a correlation of -.0534.

These correlations led to a confederation of v-hat would be the

effect on the correlations of the average grades for the first

term #lth the test scores if the Military course were clieinnted

from the average. Since the negative correlations of the

Military -rales with the tests are caused by the intributlon

of the a cc rhich aere ~iven in thip course, as aill be ex-

plained later, and since the grades aiven in the Physic 1

Education courses had practically the same distribution of
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grades, the Physical Education courses for both the boys and

the girls were also eliminated frora the averages. Rural Hone

Life 1 was also eliminated. The correlations for the average

grades of the first terra of the freshman year with and vithout

these courses are shown below.

Array Alpha, Ave. of Scores of Array
form 8. Alpha, forms 8 and '

.

r. P.E. r. P.E.
Ave. with "11., rhye. Ed. ,424 +.05 .493 +.05
and R.K.L. included.

Ave. without Til., Phys. .317 +.06 .444 +.05
Ed. BBS ".".L. included.

The correlations with the courses eliminated are distinctly

lower than the correlations with the courses included for both

test measures. It would be reasonable to tl,ink that the opposite

effect would be true, because of the negative correlations of

the Ittlitaxy course. It would be thought that because of so

any students with low test scores who got hi h Military grades,

the correlations would be raised sinoe a low score student would

then get a lo.ver av :r ; e which would tend to raise the correla-

tions. This, however, must not have been true here. The

elimination of these courses has led to a greater spread in

the scatter dia rams of the correlations of low test scores with

nigh rades and of high test scores with low rmdes. rhe

elimination of these courses does not, however, affect the

tendency of the average of the scores of the Aray Alpha, form

6 and 9 tests to give the highest correlation.

Beginning with the fall term of 1927, military and physical

Education for both boys and girls were not considered in the

averages which the registrar's office made for each student.
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In ordor to study the effect of the elimination of these courses

more thoroughly, the three terms of the freshman and sophomore

years of Group III were re-averaged without these courses in-

cluded. The Rural Home Life 1 and Agriculture 6 courses also

were not considered when the averages were re-:-ade, although

these courses have always been included in the avernne which

the registrar's office keeps of the student's grades* The

correlations, both with th© courses included and rith the

courses not included are shown in Table 10.

The general result of these correlations seens to be that

when the rilitary and Physical Education courses are not in-

cluded in the averages, the correlations are slightly reduced.

Four of the correlations ?rhich show an increase show only a

very slight incrcr.se. Theso are the correlations of the Aloha

test and the Total Point Score for the third term of the fresh-

nan year and the correlations of the Otis test and the Total

Point Score for the third tern of the sophomore year. The

first tern of the sophomore year shows an increase in all of

the correlations of the tests. In the second term of the fresh-

man year the Otis test and the Total Point Score show some

increase, as also does the Otis test for the first term of the

freshnan year.

The other correlations show rather a substantial decrease

when the courses are eliminated from the averages. This de-

crease varies from .2 points for the Psychological test In

the third term of the sophomore year to 3.8 points for the



Table 10

Average Grades With and without "ilitary or Physical
for Group III Correlated I"1th the Score of 'Inch Tent

Total "oint ~core.

tien

Aver a re Grades

Freshnan year

First term (l)+

First terra (2)+

necond tern (1
Second tern (2
Third tern (l)
Third term (2)

Sophonore year

First tern (1)
First tere (2)
second tern (1)
Gecoad tern (2)
Third tern (1)
Third tem (2)

Amy Alpha Otis Psycho- Total
logical Point

Score
r. P.S. r. P.E. • • r. P.K,

•322 ±..05 .368 ±.05 .466 ±.04 .452 ±.05
.308 ±.05 .388 ±.05 .450 ±.05 .425 ±.05

*~\ rj f**,£ (O ±..06 .348 ±.05 .387 ±.05 .339 ±.05
.256 ±.06 .358 ±.05 .376 ±.05 .343 ±.05
.'84 ±.06 .305 ±^06 .254 ±.05 .332 ±.05
.•': r

< ±.06 .293 ±.06 .319 ±.05 • 335 ±.05

.169 ±.06 .177 ±.06 .263 ±.06 .in ±.06
±.08 .208 ±.06 .345 ±.CG .257 ±.0G

• 182 ±.07 ±.08 .£>29 ±.oc .224 ±.06
.130 ±.0? .225 ±.08 . AW 4. ±.0G .183 ±.0G

±.06 .244 ±.06 .258 ±.06 .281 ±.06
.

' 1 7 .245 ±.c:
^ r~

• «;5o ±.06 .282 ±.06

fl) + 71th Military + Physical Fducation, (Hural "one Life 1,
Agriculture 3 for glrle ) in the average grade.

(2) + Tithout military + Physical -education, (Rural Hone Life 1,
Agriculture 6 for girls) in the average grade
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Psychologioal test for the second tern of the sophomore year.

The decrease In the correlations In in general aroundS ooints.

These increases and decreases in correlations are not very

large, so that it nay be said that in funeral the elimination

of the Military and Physical Education courses dees not affect

the correlations of the test scores srith the average grades of

the tome to any great extent.

Hot including these courses does not affect the tendency

of the Psychological test and the Total Point S-ore to he the

;>est test measures of the group. The only change occurs in the

third torn of the freshmen year sfcere the Total Point Score gives

a correlation greater than the correlation of the Psychological

test, rhile, v-hen the llilitary and Physical Hlucation courses

were included the Psychologies 1 test gave the better correlation.

To sum up, the general effect of not including the courses

of Military and Physical Education in the average grades seens

to be to decrease the correlations slightly; but there are sc

assy exceptions to this rule, thnt it cannot be held as a final

one. Thoc tests which give the highest correlations when the

courses are included give also the highest correlations v-hen

the oourses are not inoluded.

IV CORRELATIONS OF COURSES IN TBI FRKSHHAN TK*8 AND THE

SC0RE3 ON EACH OF TH2 TEST MEASURES IN OROUPS 1, III,

AND VI.

Correlations of Test Scores .vi th Courses of t:.c Freshaan

Year in 3-ou~> I. The correlations of the courses of the fresh-

man year vith scores on the different tests are shorm for all of
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of the three croups in Table 11. students who were dropped or

were conditioned in the course being correlated were not used

in the correlation. In Group I the test scores were correlated

with all of the courses of the first terra freshman year except

Rural Hone Life 1 and the Physical Education courses of both

the boys and the girls.

The main thing to be noted about these correlations is that

in every course except Mathematics and Botany there is a decrease

for the correlations of she average of the scores of the Alpha,

form G and 9 tests over the correlations of t:.e Alpha, form 8

test. This wno not true of the correlations for the KVorage

grade for the first term, where the Alpha, fom 8 test gave

a correlation of .424 and the average of the scores of the

Alpha, fom 3 and 9 tests gave a correlation of .493. T?hy the

correlations for the courses for this group should show the

opposite result to what the correlations for the average grades

for the terms and years, where the correlations for the last

two tests given were always higher than the correlations of the

first test, is unexplainable. Here the only course which

shows a definite increase is the Botany course, an increase of

8.1 points.

The second fact to be noted concerning these correlations

is that in magnitude they are much lower than the correlations

for the average grades for the terms and years. This means

that the tests predict the general scholastic ability of a

student much better than they predict the ability of a student

in a specific course. The negative correlations of the Military



Table 11

Grades; of inecific bourses of the ^reshaan Year Correlated Sltfe
tne Hcoree of Each Test and the Total Print ''core in Grouos

I, III and 71.

Group I

Array Alpha Average of Scores of Array
Pom 8 Aloha Form 6 and Array Aloha

Form 9
r. P.E. r. P.E

Acrricul tare .232 ±.07 .151 ±.07
Ch&r.iotry .253 ±.06 .234 ±.06
Knglioh .460 ±.06 .370 ±.06
tfathem&tlef .395 ±.06 .399 ±.06
Military — • \J i_ c ±.07 -.0534 ±.07
Hotany .238 ±.07 • 3X0 ±.07

Grouo ITI

Agriculture
"JhemiEtry
mathematics
English
Botany 3
Military

Army Alpha
Form 8"

r. r .
'.

.457 ±.04

.129 ±.06

.330 ±.03

.403 ±.05
±.05

.390 ±.05

' tin

r. - . .

.529 ±.04

.227 ±.06

.367 ±.06
• ±.06
.243 ±.06
.253 ±.05

Peyetio-
logical
r. P.S.

. 509 ±.04

.302 ±.06

.473 ±.05

.471 ±.05

.308 ±.06

.401 ±.06

Total Point
Gcore

r. P.E.

.535 ±.04

.233 ±.06

.448 ±.06

.457 ±.05

."•"4 ±..06

.375 ±.06

2 roup VI

Array Alpha Otis
Fore 5
r. P.E. r.

Agriculture .395 ±.05 .368
^iomirstry .218 ±.05
l.'athenatics .318 ±.06 .381
English .280 ±.06 .099
Botany 3 .236 ±.05 .1597
Military .313 ±.05 .349
Hone Economics .033 ±.105 .247

Psycho- Total Point
logical Score

I • • r. P.E. r. P.E.

±.05 .373 ±.05 .406 ±.05
±.05 .361 ±.05 .334 ±.05
±.05 .346 ±.05 .416 ±.05
±.06 ±.05 .240 ±.06
±.03 .0906 ±.06 .120 ±.05
±.05 .418 ±.05 .379 ±.05
±.099 .268 ±.097 .256 ±.098
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course are caused by the fact that distribution of marks in

this course was of such a nature that over 43 percent of the

clas obtained a grade of 90 and less than 18 percent a grade

less than 80. Besides the grades are distributed in relation

to the scores received on the tests so that there are about as

many with low test scores who receive a grade of 90 as there are

those with high test scores v;ho receive this grade.

Correlations of Test Scores ,7ith Courses of the Freshman

Year in Group III. The correlations of the courses of Group

III show the highest correlations for the Psychological test

exc pt in the case of Agriculture where the Total Point Score

gives the highest correlation. The better correlations of

the Psychological test compared with the other test measures

were also true of the correlations for the average grades for

the terns. All the correlations with the courses are fairly

high and compare favorably in size with the correlations for

the average grades for the terms. The correlations of Agri-

culture are especially high.

Chemistry gives the lowest correlation of any of the

courses and the second lowest correlation is given by Botany.

Military in this group gives a very respectable correlation

compared with the preceding .roup. Although 75 percent of

the Military grades in Group III were over 85, the tendency

was for those with high scores on the tests to get the better

grades and for the low score students to get the lower grades.

The lov?er grades were obtained by students who were with one

or two exceptions in the lower half of the test scores.



Oorrel- tions of Test Scores With Courses of the Freshman

Year In Group VI. The correlations for the courses of this

group are of somewhat the sane value as were the correlations

of the tests with the average grades for the t ras. These

courses give correlations which are lower than the correlations

were for the first term of the freshnan year. The hl-hest

coxrcl-: tions for the courses are those of Agriculture rnd

Mathematics, followed by the correlations of Military and

Chemistry. Botany rives very low correlations. The English

and Home conomics correlations are not high enough to be of

any value in reuiction.

In the correlations for the average grades for the terms

the best correlations were given by the Total Point ncore.

The Total Point Score gives the hi -heit correlations in the

courses Agriculture, Mathematics and Military. In Chemistry

and Home Kconomics the highest correlations are given by the

Psychological test, while in the courses English and Botany

the highest correlations are given by the Army Alpha test.

Why the Psychological test should correlate so low with the

Botany grades cannot be explained. With this course the

correlations of the Otis and Psychological test*? are each lower

than the Alpha test, which gives the highest correlation.

Correlations cuch as given by this course are of no value.

Correlations such as these are due to the fact that in rsuch

a course a very poor distribution of varies Ml given and that

a great number of studontE . ith poor taat scores made good

grades in the courses.
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In general, the correlation of test pcores with the courses

the student took gives lower correlations than the correlations

obtained when the test scores were correlated nith the average

grades the student made for the terra. There is lso a greater

variation in the correlations for the courses as to which

tost is the better measure than there was in the correlations

for the average grades. In Groups I and VI it has been shown

that a measure which nay have been the best measure when the tests

were correlated with the average gradee for the term is not

always the best measure when it is correlated with none of the

courses of that terra.

v interpretation of relationship between tests and orates

OF THE FIRST TSUI FRE3HHAN year by hears of quartilks.

The next method by which the grades of the students of

each group ar compared with the mental tests Is by use of

quart ilea. Quartilos are the quarters r fourths of a series

ranked consecutively from the lowest to the highest. The lowest

quartile of the ranks is called the first quart ile and the

highest quartile of the ranks is called the fourth quartile.

In this comparison the grades of the first terra of the freshman

year i?ero ranked and then divided into their respective

quart ilea. The scores of each test measure wore divided niac-

in the same way. It was thus able to compare the quartile

in which the student stood in grades with the quartile in

which he stood on the tests. For this term, the quartile in

which the average grade of the student was, was referred to the



teat quartlie concerning Aether the test and grade quart lie a were

the sane or whether they differed by one, two, or three quartilea.

The column In the Tables headed Total Misplacement indicates the

number of students who were not in the same quartile in teats and

grades. The column headed Point "io-lacen -nt indicates the total

nuni or of points of misplacement from the same quartile; that is,

a difference of one quartile would be a point nisrlaceraent of one,

a difference of two quartlies a noint misplacement of two ooints.

The coefficient of correaponder.ee is nothing more than the per-

centage of those who were in the oa-ae quartile in both teats

and grades.

Co oarlson of Grades anu Teat rcorca by "-anr of ; uartlles

for Group I ; This eor.oarison for Group I is shown in Table 12,

In t.is group t;.e average of the scores of the Amy Alpha, form

G and 9 testa is clearly the best measure of ti e two. It gives a

coefficient of correspondence of over 10 percent better than the

Alnha, form test. It also gives a lotrer total alsclacement and

in addition a lo-er ->oint ralsclacement than the form tent. It

is poorer in only one inntance and that is in the placement of

5 students who differ by three quartiles srhlle the Alpha, form £

tent places only 3 students. The scores obtained -ifter the students

had had practice on the tests give a better prediction than the

scores of the test given without any practice, as is shown by

ti;e average of t&l scores of the Alpha, form 6 and 9 tests.

Co.-r-arlson of trades and Tort "cores "e-uir of Vaartlles

For Group II . In Groun II the ;:lghest coefficient of correspondence

is that of .393 belonging to the Total Point Score; the second
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Tablo 12

Averse Grades In fiuartlles for First Terns Freshman Year Conpared
with quartlies of the Tests as to Whether Both Oracle and Score
tfere in the Sane Quartlie or Differed by One, Ttto or Three

Quartilcc, for Orouo I and II.

Tests

Group I (111 cases)
Average Grades

Sane Differ- Differ-
Quar-
tile

Arny
Alpha 38
form 8

Differ- Total
of One of Two of Three l!is-
Quar- Qunr- Quar- Place-
tile tiles tiles ment

45 25 3 73

Point Coefficient
Mia- of

Place- Oorrespond-
nent ence

104 .342

Array
Alpha
ave. of 51
form 9
and S

88 17 5 GO 87 .459

Group II (li

Average Grades
Tests Sane ' Differ- Differ-

Quar- of One of Tvx>

tile Quar- Quar-
tile tiles

I cases)

Differ- Total Point Coefficient
of Three His- ris- of
Quar- Place- Plr.ce- -Correoponc!-
tiles tnent nent ence

Army
Alpha
fora 6 63 65 28 7 100 142 .303

National 30 66 24 13 103 153 .338
Terman 60 73 23 7 103 140 .378
Otis 58 69 27 9 105 150 .356
Array Alpha

.319fom 9 52 74 27 10 111 158
Total
Point
3core 64 64 29 6 99 140 .393



highest coefficient Ib that of .388 of the Arsy Aloha, form 6

test, ^ecldea having the highest coefficient of correspondence,

the Total Point Score also has the lowest total aisplacecent

and shares the lowest point misplacement with the Terman test.

The Total Point Score olaces fewer who differ by one quartile

and gives the lowest number which differ by three quartiles,

a value also given by the Alpha, form 6 test* The Total Point

Soore ie thus the beet measure in this group.

The Alpha, form 9 test is again inferior to the other tests

as it was in the correlations with the average grades. In the

correlations t e Tertian test was about as good as the Total Point

Score but here the Termor* tent is only the third best measure as

sho«n by its coefficient of correspondence of .374.

Comparison of ftr-vlor and Tept Scores by VT
e?,ns of untiles

for Srouo III. For Croup III the best coefficient of correspondence,

as shown in Table 13, is that of .385 belonging to both the Ctis

test arid the Psychological tcote. The Alpha test gives a coef-

ficient of .37.3 and the Total Point Score gives the lowest

coefficient, .359. The Ctis ter^t also gives the lowest total

..isoiacement and the Psychological test the lonest point misplace-

ment. The Psychological tests places more, a total of 112 students,

in the ease quartile end the quartile differing by one combined,

than any of the tests or the Total Point Score. The Alpha test

with the largest point misplacement is the poorest measure of the

group and the Psychological test seems to be the best measure.

Corv:-~ris-u< of gj^ffjg gfig T ! ""*
IgaSfi bv "ea"" of Qunrtlleg

for Grouo IV In Grouo IV, wbioh is shown in the same table, the
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Table 13

Average Grades in Quartlies for Plrf?t Tern Preehaan Year Cotaoarod
3ith Quart lies of the Tests and the Total Point 8007* as to
'Whether Both Onde and Score 'Tore in the Haas Quartile or Differed

by One, Tt;o or Three Quartiles.

Group III (142 cases)
Average Grades

Teste 3aao Differ- Differ- Differ- Total Point Coefficient
Quar- of One of Two of Three !?is- Mis- of
tile quar- Quar- Quar- Place- Place- Correspond-

tlle tilee tiles sent nent ence

Amy Alpha
fore 8 53 54 27 8 89 132 .373

Otis 55 55 24 8 87 127 .385
Psycho-
logical 55 57 24 6 87 123 .385

Total Point
Score 51 60 27 4 91 126 .359

Group 17
Average Grades

Tests Sane Differ- Differ-
Quar- of One of Two
tile Quar- Quar-

tile tiles

(161 cases)

Differ- Total Point
of Three Hie- ?!is-
Quar-
tileo

Coefficient
of

Place-Place- Correspond-
ent nent ence

Amy Alr>ha
fora 5 G4 69 24

Social 56 58 34
Psycho-
logic:;! 65 7C 20

Total Point
Score 34 66 23

11 97 143 .308
13 105 165 .348

6 96 128 .404

8 97 136 .c98



Psychological teat has the highest coefficient of correspondence

of .404. The Alpha and the Total Point 5'core together share the

second highest coefficient of .398. The Psychological test

and the Total Point "core are the best in point misplacement.

The Social tost, giving the highest Displacement and the lowest

correspondence, is of little value compared to the other measures.

In the consideration of the combined points for the same

quart lie and for tLc quart ile differing by one, the advantage

lies -, 1th the Psychological test which gives 135 points; next,

with the Total Point -core r. id. r-ives 130 points; next, with the

Alpha test rhich gives 123 points; arid Inst, -ith ti e Social test

which gives 114 points. Although the Alpha test has one of the

better cooff Iclexits of correspondence, it is not the best measure

of the group. The Psychological test and the Total Point ''core

supersede it in all other respects.

Homoarl son of Orales and Tost "cores by "cane of Quart lies

for group V.
ft

The largest coefficient of correspondence for

Group V, as ehowi In Table 14, is tfce .424 of the Otis test with

the next best that of .331 of the Psychological test. The

coefficient .358 of the Total Point Score is third in value*

The Otis test also gives the lowest total and point misnlacer-'.cnts.

The Army Alpha test is in all of the relationships the poorest

test of the group. The Total Point Score is superior in one

respect, in that when the points for the sane quartile and the

quart ile J if erlng by one -joint are combined* trie result is a

greater number of points, a total of 122 oints, vrhile the Otic

and the Psychological tests both give ft combined total of 117
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Table 14

Average Grades in quartllee for First Terra freshman Year Compared
s-ith :;uartilcs of the Tests and the Total Point ncore as to
Whether Roth Grade and Score were in the ^arae Quartile or differed

by fine, Tno or Three Quartllee, for Group ? and VT #

Group V (151 caees)
Average Grades

Tests Sane Differ- Differ- Differ- Total Point Coefficient
Quar- ence ence ence Ills- Mis- of
tile of One of Two of Three place- place- Correer>ond-

Quar- Quar- r.uar- ment ment ence
tile tiles tlles

Army Alaha,
form 9 52 81 28 12 99 149 .345

Otis 64 53 25 9 87 130 .424
Psycho-
logical 99 58 27 7 92 133 .391

Total Point
Score 54 88 20 Q 97 135 .358

Teste Sane

tile

Group VI (173 cases)
Average Grades

Differ-
ence
of One
Quar-
tlle

Differ-
ence
of Ti?o

Quar-
tlles

Differ- Total Point Coefficient
encc "is- "Is- of
of ?; rec place- place- Correspond-
Qua r-

tilee
meat r.ent ence

Army Aloha,
form 5 68 64

Otis 70 67
Psycho-
logical 86 75

Total Point
fScore 62 77

35
29

27

28

6 105 152 .393
7 103 146 .405

5 107 144 .382

6 111 151 .356

(
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points. The Otis tent In t is group thus gives the greatest

placement but it is riot much superior to the Psychological test

and the Total Point Score.

Comparison of "rades and Test ^cores hv "ear,s of '."uartlles

for Group VI. In Group VI, which is shown in Table 14, the Otis

teat again gives the highest coefficient of correspondence, of

.405, and the lowest total ffileolncement. The lowert -oint Bl#-

placencnt of 144 le that of the Psychological test. The Total

Point °coro gives the lowest correspondence of the whole group

but both it and the Psychological test are superior to the

ot: er teste in that they place the students r;ore closely to their

own quafrtlle than do the other tests, although they aay not

placa as aany in the sar.e quart ile as the other tests, then all

factors taken into consideration, the Otis a;:d the Psychological

tents arc the best measures in t .is comparison.

./:;ary of "-obelus lonr to he HraY<n 'Tom Quartile Oonoarlson

of "
:r- j or^jp oi, ; 'iver- e -r .:-r of t::c First Tern of the

Freshman Year. These conearlsons shot? a superiority for the Otis

tost but it should be noted that where the Otis test is a good

easure the Psychological test and the Total Point '-core are

equal to it in -any respects. In only one group is the Total

Points Score entirely the best measure, in Oroup II. In Oroup I

the average of the last two tests is the best measure. The

sonourhat higher co ' on risen si.own by the Otis test in these -roups

does not agree with the olace ti is test had in the correlations

with the average grades, where it was one of the poorer tests,

since in no case in the first tern of ti e freshman year did the
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Otis teat give as high a correlation as tne Total "oint Score or

the Psychological tost la any of the groups where tr.ese test

-easurea appeared. In theee quartile comparisons the Psychological

test does not '-ive as high a relationship as it did in the

correlations for the average grades*

The coefficients of correspondence of these six groups vary

froa ,319 to .459. The majority of the coefficients fall between

.35 and .40. This means tnat in general above 35 percent of the

groups- tend to obtain an average grade in the first term of the

freshnan year srhich will >ut then in the sarae quartile as the

quartile placement of t eir scores on the eiental tests. Only

aoout 30 oercent of the students differ frors their test position by

two or thr. e qunrtiles. TMs hcmsis t. -it out 70 percent of the

st.ue„ts :.rvl their position In rradeg predicted iti.in i m-tile

by t;-c? tests. The majority of students ^ill have a type of

scholastic work similar in rank to the rank position they o: t.ined

on the mental tests.

vi. co'Twnision by ^cafg of quartileb of svjiaama pobitiw At

The next eo-oarlson of the rslntionshlp between the soores

of the cental tests and tl e scholastic success of the student is

made by studying the quartile position of the student* s grade

for the entire freshrsan year and comparing it rith his quartile

position on each one of the tests w.ich he took. The quartile

in iv.. ic:: the . student stood in grades is compared «ith the quartile

in w.iich he stood on each of the teste, whether the first, second,

third or fourth quartile.

Comparison _
Year and Test
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aoorce of group I. The comparison for Oroup I is shown in Table

15. The Average of the scores of the Alpha test, forms S and 9

gives the best coefficient of correspondence with a value of .38

while the first test .^iven, the Aloha form 8 test, shows a

coefficient of only .33. The average of the last two scores is

also better in the total number which it si solaces and in the

number of point misplaoements. The average of the scores which

sere obtained after practice had taken place is therefore the

best measure.

From the table it say be noted that students who are in

either the first or fourth quartile of the tests show a greater

tendency to have a quart ile placement in grades which corresponds

with their quartile placement on the tests than do the students

in the middle quartiles. There is a greater variation i"1 * v ~

middle tvro quartiles, of both tests and grades. This variation

;=my be due to the fact that there if a greater chance for a

student to be above or below his quart ile position in either of

the two middle quartiles than it is in the highest or lowest

quartlle. This is also indicated by the fact that the point

misplace :ei.ts are larger in these quartiles than in either the

first or t;e fourth quartiles. For example, in the third quartile

of the average grades only 3 who were in this quartile were also

in the third quartile of the Aloha, form 8 test while 7 were in

the fourth quartile, 4 In the second quartile and 8 in the first

quartile.

Comparison ""et--een Orados of 'ntlrc ^Tcsl-r-Ti Year and Test

Scores of ("Srouo II. In Oroup II, which is shown in Table 16, the
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Table 15

Average "r.-.'e of Entire Freshman Year in Cu»rtilee Connared with
Quartilee of Test for Croup T (100 cacee)

Average Crade in Quartlles—Army Alpha, form 8

fourth Third Second Firet Total Point
ur- uar- . M r- Qua r- 'ic- .'•ie-

tile tlle tile tile placement placement

Fourth 11 9 A iX 14 20
Third 7 3 9 6 c 6 28
Second 6 7 9 3 22 22
Firet 1 5 15 22
Total 25 24 O J. Cv 67 92
Coefficient of Correspondence

Average Score of Army Aloha, i O Hi B O clu.il XJ

ouartilo position in average grade

Fourth Third Second Firrt Total Point
C uar- Quar- Quar- Qunr- tfis- "is-
tile tile tile tile plaoencnt placement

Fourth 12 7 5 1 13 20
Third 8 7 8 2 ir 20
Second 3 10 6 6 19

MM
AO

First 1 3 8 13 12 17
Total T4 27 27 22 62 79
Coefficient of Correspondence .38
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Table 16

Average Grade of Entire Froshnan Year in Qunrtiles Corstsared with
Quartlles of rach Test and Total Point ^core of Group II (140 case

Average Grade in Quartilee—Army Aloha, fora 8

Fourth Third Second Total Point
;;ur>r- Quar- r- ^uar— 1s- .5 s-
tile tile tile tile placor.ient placeaent

IS 10 8 1 10 29
TVi A tA 10 9 12 A So 30

6 7 9 1 1mm CO 32
V x u 7 6 7 1*5 44

39 34 36 OS 135
Coefficient of Corre soon.ionce .336

rational
Fourth Third Second First Total ooint
Qu-ir- Qu3sr- Quar- .

_• •

|
j>—

.

-. IS— ' 1 s—
tile- tile tile 1 1 le placement placement

Fourth 19 9 2 5 16 28
Tt t «-l
I s.ira o 12 11 b CO 2a
Second 5 9 10 11 ~5 30
First 8 7 10 10 IS /I o4u
Total 38 37 33 on 135
ooetricierix of Correspondence .364

Terman

Fourth Third "econd First Total Point
Quar- "unr- Quar- Quar- dis-

tile tile tile tile olncenent placement

Fourth 16 13 5 1 19 26
Third 10 10 11 4 25 29
necond 5 8 9 13 26 31

Firet 6 6 la 11 24 42

Total 37 37 37 29 94 128

Coefficient of Correspondence .329~
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Table 16 (c6n.)

Otis
Fourth

i omt
'.uar- Quar- u~r- Quar- Hi8- ftls-
tile tile tile placensen t placement

Fourth 18 6 q p I r 30
Third 9 10 10 vl
Second 6 9 JUS

QO Sly dy
First 7 8 7 13 22 44
Total 40 33 38 29 87 134
r>opff 1 r>lf>nt of Correspondence • W f

A ntv A 1 tiYin -'om 9
Fourth Third JrOin U

u 1 r— Cuar- Quar- Ouar- Mia- is-
tile tile ts 1 f» p xacernen w

Fourth 12 15 6 2 23 33
Third 10 9 9 7 26 33

7 8 R 1? OHW rot 8 5 A X li
Total 38 37 34 31 100 145
Coefficient of Correspondence .286

i \J Wtii. 5 <J Ml b ccore

Fourth Third Fir^ti- -i jl l: v Point
Quar- gr- ! 11''' T— 2' TW

tile ille tile tile placement placement

Fourth 18 9 7 1 17 28
Third 8 11 11 5 24 29
i'ecoad 7 7 9 12 26 33
First 7 9 5 14 21 44

Total 39 36 33 32 88 132
Coefficient of Correspondence .372



beet coefficient of correspondence
, .379, belongs to the Otis

test a. d t, s lOtMl, .28S, to the Alpha, fora Q test. The Terraan

test, which in the correlations was one of the tetter ccasuree,

here shows the second to the lowest coefficient. The Total Point

core has a coefficient which is aliaost equal to that of the Otis

test. It has a value of .372. rflth regard to total mlsolacenent

the lowest displacements are those of 87 belonging to the Otis

test and 88 belonging to the Total Point Score. The Tensan test

has the lowest point sieplaceraent of 128 and the Alpha, forn 9

test has the highest point raieplaceaent of 145. The Total Point

£core has the second lowest point sisplacesent of 132 while the

Otis test la third with a point rjisnlaceisent of 134. In the

consideration of both types of sisolacewent and t: e coefficients

of correspondence, the Otis test and the Total Point <?core are

the host measures.

In the first cuartile of trades it is noted th-t there is

a greater tendency for a student who is In this quart! le to be

high rather than lor? in the tests. The fact that the aolnt

misplacement© for the fourth quart lie are lower than for the

first cua.rt!ie would lead one to the conclusion that there are

a greater number with good grades who have good scores than there

are those ith good grades who have ooor test scores. In the

Total Point "core, for exsmr-Ie, there was only one st ;
• o

was In the lowest quarter of his class in the scores and in

the highest quarter of his class in trades, while there were 7

student* who were In the lowest quartiie of the scores who also

-ere in the highest quartiie of the grades. It nlao meana. t::?t
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thcro Xg titer L.i-lci.cy for r. ntu.ent tmo is grood in scores

to go ooor -rl: t..an for p student ri.o ic nor in the teste to

uo ;:oX: •. •r'.:.

Coni^arison Between Gxz.de:: of Entire rrcshman Year and Tjffil

"co tou of Orou? III . In Group III, as shown by Table 17, the

Army Alpha teat gives the highest correspondence with a coefficient

of ,335 and tho Total Point -
Hcore the second bent correspondence with

a coefficient of .331. These two measures also give the lowest

Total Misplacement. The Total Point Score gives the lowest

point caisolacer.ont. The Total Point Score is better in this group

In placixi.j; those who are in %ue highest quart! le of grades than

is ti e Amy Alpha test which lv c a greater scatter In this respect.

The Total Point Score seems to be the best measure in the group.

In these groups the number who remain In each quartile at

the end of the freshman year are also notod by the totals at the

bottom of the quartiles of each test. In this group it sill be

noted that the Total Point ocore had kept 68 students In the upper

naif of its scores by the end of the freshman year, the Otis

and Peyecological tests 65 each, and the Alpha test 54. The total

Point Bcore was thus the better measure. Also, in all the tests

and In the Total Point ^core the number of students in the lowest

quartile is lower than the number of students in the other

quartiiee showing that the greatest elimination during the

freshman year has come in the lowest quartile of the tests.

C. A,
.. .... ;V >. - .. .- of ^ :

~:v v ' - IS r - -
; "t

corcr,: >r 'roan iv. In Swap IV the Total Point Score has the

best coefficient of correspondence, of .373 a coefficient which
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Table 17

Average Iraiea for entire Freetaan Year in Quart ilea Coisoared "ith
tie Quart Ilea of Each Teste and Total Point Ceore of croup III

(124 enses)

Avera/ro grade in Quartiles— A ray Alpha
Fourth Th'rd Second First Total Point
Ouar- Quar- Ounr- Quar- m fa*
tlle tile tils tile alaomHart -1' ?g -nt

Fourth 12 7 9 3 10 34
Tnird 8 14 4 5 17 22

28Second 6 6 9 10 22
First 6 5 11 9 22 39
Total 32 32 33 27 80 123
Coefficient of Correspondence .355

Otis
Fourth Third Second First Total Point
u«n r- vuar- '

•••/.r- Quar- ?'fie- Mis-
tile tile tile tile plpceaent placement

Fourth 13 9 6 3 18 30
Third 8 9 8 6 22 28
Second 4 10 6 11 25 29
first 5 7 9 10 21 38
Total 30 35 29 30 86 125
Coefficient of Correspondence .308

Psychological
Fourth Third Second First Total Point
B -r- r- Quer- Quar- "is- »*is-

tile tile tile tile plncenent placetsent

Fourth -> 13 10 7 1 18 27
Third 9 8 9 5 23 28
i'econd 5 7 8 11 23 ss
Firnt 5 8 8 10 21 39
Total 3t; 33 32 27 85 122
Ooeff icio-.t of Correspondence .3145

Total Point Ceore
Fourth Third Second First Total Point
•i-r- Quar- Quar- • a i r- «is-
tile tile tile tile olncenent nlptcement

Fourth 15 7 8 1 16 26
Third 8 11 8 4 20 24
Second 6 6 6 13 25 31
First 6 7 8 10 21 40
Total 35 31 30 28 82 121
Coefficient of Correspondence .339
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Table 18

Average Oracles for Entire Fresnnan Year In Qtmrtileo Compared
Tfith the Quartiles of the Teste and ti.e Total Point Score of

Orouo IV (142 cases)

Average grade in Qunrtiles Arny Aloha
Fourth Third f IXSb Total Point
Quar- 0u :.r~ .

f_
LA .:. X [Hi S.JT"- 1 o— Til -»

tile tile flip pi-iceneno olacenent

Fourth 17 7 5 6 18 35
T h 1 rr? 11 12 7 ao eft

nr\OU
3 11 1 £AC Q 09 CD

l IjLbu 5 8 J.JL is d
36 38 OO OO OQOS loo

of "orreeponden

Social
Fourth Third Second r - . l. i o tax r OHh
Our fu- Quar- Cuar-
tile tile tile n.i •*»/» «*>*^ jot* ^piuutjncjij 1

Fourth 1? 10 8 5 23 41
Third 8 tj 11 oo c f

Second 5 8 11 X

1

"Q

Firrt 9 8 7 1 P

Total 34 35 37 oa
Coefficient of Correspondence • 310

Psychological
Fourth Third Second r l *g u IO tiul Point
Quar~ Cuar- Quar-
tile tile tile pj.s.1 cedent

Fourth 19 9 7 16 23
Tiiird 8 11 10 eo c o "^1vt
Second 4 9 8 1 A ~7 ox
First 3 7 13 Itj Co
Total 35 36 38 CO 1 PIJ.C1

Coefficient of Oorrespondence ,359

Total Point Ceo re
PointFourth Third Second First Total

Ouar- Quar- Ouar- ouar- !!i em- ?'is-

tlle tile tile tile placement placeraent

Fourth 19 9 5 2 18 25
Third 8 13 8 7 23 30

Second . 6 7 10 12 25 31

First 3 7 15 11 25 38

Total 38 36 38 32 89 124

Coefficient of Correspondence .373
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ie also given by the Alpha test. The comparison for Group IV

Is enown In Table 18. These tt?o tests also have the lowest

total r.ic;l cedent. The Total Point -'core - rid t: •• "rye/. >lo~ical

test have the lowest point ais: if: cedents, the first neaeure with

a point ni epic cement of 124 and the second with a point r.isolacement

of 121, The Social test gives a very high point alsplaceaent

and is therefore not very valid. The Total Point Score Is thus

the best sseasure in this -roup. The Total Point Score is also

better in placing -.ore in the higher quart lie who remain for the

entire freshman year than the other tests. The facts concerning

the spread of cases which have been noted in the other groups

are alc-o true of thiF group. There were more in this group with

ft ,ooi record on the total Point score and a poor record in grades

than those v:ith poor records on the Total Point Score and good

grades.

Comparison Between Grades of Entire Freshman Year and Test

Scorer, of Group V . The highest coefficient of correspondence in

Group V, v.. ich is r,:.ov-Ti in Table IS is the Psychological test

coefficient of .399. The Total Point score has the next highest

coefficl. ut t pith a value of .370. Besides showing the lowest

total .v.is.-lacer.ent these measures show the lowest number of points

misplaced, both bein?: distinctly lov?er than cither the Alpha or

the Otic tests. The Otis test, however, shows a somewhat better

representation of those who were retained throughout the freshman

year in the Ulfferent quartilos. The facts concerning the general

spread of canes are as true of this group as they were of the

preceding groups. There is also the same tendency for more
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Table 19

Average Grades for ICntire Fresiiman Year in Quart iles Compared
fittt the Quart iles of the Tests and the Total Point Score of

Orouo V (132 cases)

Average Grades in C^uartiles Array Alpha
Fourth Third Second First Total Point
Quar- Quar- Quar— !^u-'~.r- 18- :is-
tile tile t* i xe placement pl a cement

Fourth 12 12 6 3 21 33
1 iU i a 7 12 r>

f
QO 22 30

H f* r\ Tt H 11 8 QV ( ^4 35
5 5 Q 14 19 34

i U Ua.-L 35 35 T\ClX 32 8b 132
P r\ -p *F 4 O ^ ayi #UUt l JL i U 1

C

Ij. 1# of Corresoondence n 7z A

Otis Fourth Third Second First Total Point
Quar- Quar- Quar— Quar— Mis- Mi 8—
tile tile uiie tile placement placenent

Fo arth 14 11 5 3 19 30
Third 7 12 9 6 22 28
Second 8 9 Qo oo 25 33
First 5 S 10 12 21 37
Total 34 38 32 87 TOO128
Coefficient of Correspondence "VIC

Psychological
Fourth Third Second First Total Point
Quar- Quar- Quar- Quar- Hi MMs- Li s—
tile tile tile t lie placement placement

Fourth 14 12 5 2 19 28
Third 8 11 7 8 23 31
Second 8 6 14 CZD

-I M19 r\rj
Ct

First 4 8 7 14 19 35
Total 34 37 33 <s9 80 121
Coefficient of Corresoondence .399

Total point Score
Fourth Third Second First Total Point
Quar- Quar- Quar- Quar- Mis- Mis-
tile tile tile tile placement placement

Fourth 13 13 . 7 20 27
Third 8 12 6 8 22 30

Second 9 3 10 8 23 32

rtrst 4 6 9 14 19 33
Total 34 37 32 30 84 122
Coefficient of Corresoondence .378



students with good tent records to do poor work than for poor

students to do good work*

gg risort "otrccr, *
-r a>*.^ of "h-tl rc Pr^rh. : ^v,r .J font

Score or SIS3B IL last proup, Group VI, wi id. U tffedia

in Table 20, has the highest coefficient of corresoonder.ee in

the Total Point Score with a value of .354. The second highest

coefficient of .338 belongs to the Alpha test and the t: ird

highest, .331, to the ^sycholopical teet. The Psychological

test is the best in the number of points misplaced, ~ith a total

of 125, and the Total Point Score is second with a total of 127.

The Alpha test places the greatest numberof points misplaced' and

so le not as reliable as the other meirures, although its

coefficient of correspondence may be the second highest. Of the

four rc-j-rc? the Total Point Score and the Psychological tcrt

are perhaps the best measures. In all other respects the

distribution In this group is similar to the distributions in

the other groups.

cf "g-:: -Tl'j'jv* .
etvreen. Teat "cores n; ' 3ra3ec- of

entire lu-t. -•T. Year by Quartiles. The majority of the coefficients

of correspondence of these six groups are around. 35. This means

that the tests predicted the quartile position of about 35 percent

of the ntuJouts correctly. The distributions also show the

tendency by the end of the freshnan year for elimination of

students to be in tlo lonest quartile of the tests rather than in

the Hppe* three quartlles. These comparisons also show that many

of those vlfh good test records tend to do poorer work than their

test records v?ould Indicate that they should do while few of those
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Table 30

Average Grades for Entire Freshman Year in rtuartllcs Connared
Tith the Quart lies of the "^ests and the Total Point Score of

Croup n (133 cases)

Average "raio in -\uartll«s Army Aloha

Four tin Third Second Fl ret Total Point
Quar- ctuar- vjuar— j ; !.r- Vis-
tile tiie tile tile placement ;>..-..cc-:.cnt

Fourth 15 8 7 3 i: 31
i I 1 1 Til 8 8 9 <*5 34

tf"* ^-V #^ M i B JUCCOIKl 12 10 9 3 25 37
r irso 3 8 fv

T* 13 20 34
to »»al 38 34 93 28 88 136
OOGi i 101v.ll t, of Correspondence •oou

Otis
fourth Third EWOOBS r irot Total Point

iir- ouar— Quar— If 4 MB
1 R—

Ml ^
1 PV-

tile tile tlie tile placement placement

Fourth 13 14 5 1 20 27
Third 5 11 10 7 MM22 ^9
Second Ju 8 „ 9 4 c5 38
Firct 4 b 10 13 20 34
Total 35 39 34 £5 87 1^8
Coefficient of Correspondence

Psychological
Fourth Third Second r iret Total Point

•*uar- • u'- u'.r- I i 0-

tile tile tile tuc placsaent piacc^on*

Fourth 14 10 ,

1

8 1 19 29
Third 11 5 5
Second B 13 10 3 24 32
First 4 5 9 15 lo
Total 37 33

- *

24 89 £n
Coefficient of Correspondence

Total Point
Third f Socond First Total Point

;r- Quar- Quar- Quar- Mis- Mis-
tilc tile tlle tile placement placement

Fourth 15 10 6 2 18 28
T.-ird 8 10 6 9 23 • 32

Second 9 13 8 4 26 35

Firct 5 3 11 14 19 32

Total 37 38 31 29 86 127

Coefficient of Correspondence .354
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with poor test records sake good ech>ir~tic averages.

In ti.ose groups the Total Point flcore is about the best

aeaeure aaong the testa. In Grouo I the average of the scores

of the last two Array Alvh*. tests given is the -iost reliable

measure. The Psychological test in these groups is a good

measure, but in mamt ms^ects the Total Point Score eeecs to

curpass it. The Total Point ^corc eeems to select the best

values of cch test and to incorporate then* into itself. Ry this

is meant that it will have a coefficient of correspondence that

is about as good as any of the coefficients of the other tests

and t. t it vrill have a point misplacement that is about as good

as any of the point misplacements of the other t-^cts.

VII. mLATIOF OF HICrSST A'TD LQ*E3f FIFTH I!* TEST PA"fIF0S TO
0pAi)£S BY THKSR STUDOTP..

'hen the highest and lonest fifth in ranks of the test

scores vast etualed with relation to the average grades these

students obtained in the first term of the freshman year, rather

interesting and conclusive conroarisons were obtained. Colvin*

has made a comparison similar to this one and with sinilar results.

These average grades were tabulated to show the percent of the

class who exceeded or obtained a certain average. The same was

also done for those in the highest fifth in each test and for

those in the lowest fifth. The Basse data shown in the tables is

also shown diagraranatically in the accompanying figures. In these

figures the perpendiculars are erected so that the line representing

the dictribution of the class as a whole at the end of the first

-Colvin, §*&# The Value of Pwyebologieal Tests at ^rown University
Softool - >clety., 16: 119, MpUrtS* 88, 1022.
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terrn becomes a straight lino and is the diagonal of the squire.

The curvoe representing the different tests were drawn so tliat

the curves above the diagonal of the square represent, where

they cross the vertical lines showing gradec, the noreent of

students in the highest fifth of the test who obtained or

exceeded that average. The curves below the diagonal represent

the percentage of students in the lowest fith of each test who

obtained or exceeded the average indicated by the vertical line

shloh t e carve crosses. For example, in the first figure one

aaay read that apsroxirsately 34 percent of OrouD I obtained an

avera e of 75 or better and that 7 percent obtained an average

of 85 or better.

ritilntion of :;l-heet and Lowest Fifth in Tept Ranks of

Group I to Grades n^cived. For Group I the co~carisone for the

highest fifth and the lowest fifth in the tests are shorn in Table

21 and diagranmtically in Figure 3.

Table 21

Showing the Percents of the Highest and Lowest Fifths in

Test "cores Who Obtained or Exceeded Oertnln Averages in the First

Term Freshman Year, of Group I.

Terra Average
Exceeded of

Entire
Class

Amy Aloha
r
"l -host
Fifth

, form 8
Lowest
Fifth

Average
Alpha,'
Richest
Fifth

of '.'cores of
forns 3 & 9.

Lowest
Fifth.

55 100.0 loo.o 10 l'JD
1 oaw . u 100.0

60 98.2 100*0 100.0 100.0 96.4
So 98.4 100.0 95.5 100.0 89.3

70 84.7 100.0 68.2 T7.5 50.7
75 63.6 82.8 S6.4 75.0 CC.6
80 32.5 47.8 9.1 54.2 11.3

85 7.2 13.0 0.0 1...5 0.0
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The first thing to be noted is that students scoring the

highest in the tests obtained better grades tnan the average of

the class did and that students with the lowest test scores

ootained grades which were much lower than the average of the

class. For example, only 11.3 percent of those ?,ho were in the

lo\?est fifth of the Alpha, form 6 and 9 tests obtained or exceeded

a grade of 80, while 54.2 percent of those who were in the highest

fifth of the same measure obtained or exceeded this average. In

the same test measure, 87.5 percent of those nigh in the test

obtained or exceeded an average of 70 while only 60.7 oercent of

those low in this measure obtained or exceeded this grade. The

majority of the low score students obtained an average below 75

while the majority of the high score students obtained an average

above 80. It can be seen, therefore, that there is a definite

relationship between the score the student makes on the mental

test and the average grade he makes in his class x^ork.

The average of the scores of the Army Alpha test, forms

8 and 9, seems to be the best measure. The figure shows the

relationshio between the two test measures. The average of the

scores of the Alpha, form 6 and 9 tests is distinctly poorer than

the Alpha, form 8 test only in selecting those students in the

highest fifth of the test scores who obtained or exceeded an

average of 70 and an average of 75. In these figures the curve

which is the farthest outside of the other curves represents

the best measure. The best measure in Group I is better in

selecting the lower score students than it is in selecting the

high score students, and in selecting the high score students it is

not any better than the Aloha, form 8 test.
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Relation of T
- l£hest arid Lowest Fifth in Tnnt Rankings of

qroun II f to Oraclee Pcceived. ?he relationship for Group II is

shown in Table 2.2 and dlagramaatically in Figure 3. It will be

noted from the figure that the Alpha, form 9 test gives the

poorest distribution of the group. This is similar to the value

for prediction which this test has given In the other relationships

previously studied. In selecting those with lew scores, the

Total Point Hcore Is as good as any of the individual tests, but

in selecting those with high scores it Is not as good as either

the National or the Terman tests. The Total Point Score tends

to select in the Ion scores the best values of all the test

measures and for this reason it is the best measure among the

tests for the low scores. The National test gives a distribution

which is better than the Total Point Score in the percentages of

grades for t e high score group, but it is much poorer in giving

the percentages of grades for the low score group than is the

Total Point Score. In this group, as in the t)receding group, those

who are in the highest fifth of the test scores obtain averages

which are better than the averages of the class and those students

who are in the lowest fifth of the test scores obtain averages

v;hic!i are less than the average of the entire class* No student

in the lowest fifth of the Total Point Score made an average of

80 or better. Only 12.5 percent of the students in the lo—s

t

fifth of the Total Point Score obtained an average of 75 or

bettor, while 56 percent of the high students in the sa^e test

measure obtained or exceeded this grade. Only 34.4 percent of

the students with low scores on the Total Point ^core nade an
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average of 70 or better while -78.1 percent of the high students

in the sa?ne test raeaeure made this grade or better. The scores

a student makes or. the mental test, therefore, bear a definite

relation to the grades he receives in hie' col lege work.

Relation of g|g&ftgt &Bg fcglggS Fifth in Test Rankings of

arouo I-JI to 0-rsaes Received. The distribution for both the

highest fifth and lowest fifth of the test scores of Group III

is shorn In Table 23 and in Figure- 4-.

Table 23.

Shoeing the Pcrcents of the Highest and Lowest Fifth in Test

Scores Who Obtained or Fzceeded Certain Averace 8 in the First

Term Freshman Year of Oroi^p III.

Ter-3 Kntlre Aroy Alpha Otis Test Psychological Total "oint
Average Class. form S. Test '"core
Obtained Rich- Lo\?~ Pigh- Low- High- Los?*- High- Low-

or est est est est est est est est
Exceed Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Ifth Fifth Fifth Fifth

60 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100 .0 100.0 10C.O
65 92.9 96,6 82.8 96.4 85.7 93.1 78.5 96.4 79.3
70 72.5 79.3 48.3 82.1 35.7 79.3 85.7 37.9
75 37.3 51.7 20.7 60.7 14.3 58.8 10.7 60.7 10.3
80 21.1 37.9 6,9 39.3 7.1 48.3 0.0 48.4 0.0
85 a.

3

13.8 0.0 14.2 0.0 17.2 0.0 17.8 0.0
90 .01 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0 3.5 0.0

Table 23 and Figure 4 show that the Total Point Score and the

Psychological test are the best measures in this group. The

Total Point Scores gives higher ncrcentages of those of the highest

fifth in scores and gives about the sane ^ercents for the lowest

fifth in scores as the Psychological test. The Total Point Score

seers to select the better perccnts of each test measure. The

curves in the figure show in general that the curve of the Total

i
joint Score tends to the outside of the curves of all the test

of the group at the better points of the other test curves.

The htm f-core students in this group do not obtain the 1
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better grades since only 37.9 percent of the students in the

lowest fifth of the Total Point Score obtained or exceeded an

average of 70 or better, while of the group of the highest fifth

in t-o ;tal Point Hcore 46.4 percent or about half obtained this

average or exceeded it. The majority of those with low scores

in this group fall below a grade of 70, while the majority of

the grades of tr.ose with high scores fall around 80. The student

with a high score has therefore a much better chance of making

a good TTade than has the student with the low score. This does

not scan, however, as the table shows, that no high score students

h I lor; grades. The Total Point Score shows that in this test

measure there were 15 percent of the high score students who

did not raake an average grade of 70 or better.

Relation of T
'l -hort gggg Lorcct nfth in ;.. t ; in r of

Qrouo IV to Grades
,

Received .,. The distribution for this group

is shown in Table 24 and in Figure 5. The very poor distribution

given by the Social test %n very clearly shown in Figure 5. In

some places those with the highest scores on this test obtained

grades which are less than the average for the class. The Army

Alpha test is the next poorest measure and would be of little

value for prediction. The Total Point Score gives a slightly

higher percentage of those students who made high scores while

the Psychological test is better than the Total Point 3*0** in

giving a lower percentage of those with low scores who made high

grades. The difference is, however, not very great.
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Table 24.

Showing the Percents of the Highest and Lowest Fifth in Test

Scores the Obtained or Exceeded Certain Averages in the First

Term Freshman Year of Grout? IV.

Term Fntire Amy Alpha Social Intel- Psycholog- Total Point
Ave. Ob- Glass form 5. ligence Test, ical Test Score
tained High- Low- High- Low- High- Low- High Low-
or Ex- est est est est est est est est
ceeded Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth

50 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
55 99,4 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.9 100.0 96.9
60 97.5 100.0 90.9 100.0 93.8 100.0 87.9 100.0 87.9
65 90.7 93.9 75.8 87.5 84.4 90.9 72.8 93.9 75.8
70. 71.4 87.9 48.5 75.0 59.4 84.2 42.4 87.9 45.5
75 44.7 69.7 30.3 53.1 34.4 72.8 18.2 72.8 21.2
80 22.9 42.4 15.2 31.3 9.4 48.5 3.03 51.5 9.09
85 9.3 15.2 3.03 12.5 8.3 21.2 0.0 21.2 0.0
90 .6 2.03 0.0 3.13 0.0 3.03 0.0 3.03 0.0

In this group the low score students obtained the low grades

and the high score students obtained the high grades. Only 45.5

percent of the students in the lowest fifth of the Total Point

Score made an average of 70, while 87.9 percent of the students

in the highest fifth of the Total Point Score made this grade.

Only 22.9 percent of the class obtained an average of 80 while

of the highest fifth of the Total Point Score, 51.5 percent made

this average and of the lowest fifth of the Total Point Score

only 9.09 percent of the students made this average. There is a

distinct relationship between the grades made by the students

and the scores received on the tests.

Relation of Highest And Lowest Fifth in Test Rankings of

Group V to Grades Received . The distribution of grades of the

highest fifth and the lowest fifth of the test scores for Group

V is shown in Table 25 and Figure 6.
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Table 25.

Showing the Percent© of ISM "igheet and Lowest Fifth In Tent °cores

l?ho Obtained or Exceeded Certain Averages in the First Teiw Fresh-

man Year of Oroun V.

Tern Entire Amy Alpha Otis Te*t Psychological Total Point
Ave. Ob- Class fori: 9 Test 'core
Tained "iSh- Lov?- • Sgb- Low- 1 •: - Los?- Bigb- Lot?-
or Kx- eet est eot est e~t est est est
coedod Fifth Fifth Fifth fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth rim

50 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
"

1-0.0 100.0 100.0
55 96 .7 93.

1

%j v. • 98.6 93.8 95.8 93.5 96.5 S3.

3

60 94.7 93.1 90.0 98.8 84.4 96.8 83.9 96.6 83.3
:::} 78.1 75.8 56.8 50.0 90.3 61.3 86 .6 56.6
70 50.9 65.6 20.0 7 ..0 28.1 74.2 19.3 73.3 20 .0
75 28.5 44.8 10.0 43.3 15.6 46.4 3*33 40.0 6.6
80 13.2 31.0 3.3 26.6 0.0 32.3 0.0 30.0 0.0
85 3.3 10.3 0.0 5.6 o.o 12.9 0.0 13.3 . 0.0

In this grouo the Total Point Score d >ee not p;ive as good a

distribution as it has done in the orecedin^ groups. The Psycho-

logical test seeras to be sor;.eKhat better than the Total Point

Score since its curve of the high scores is at tines outside of

the curve of the Total Point "core. The Total Point rcore and

the Psychological toet are the best Treasures in this comn-.rison.

students in the lowest fifth of the Total Point Score of

this ;~roup, except 20 percent, have an average for tt-.e first

ten-: belo;;' 70, t?hile 73.3 oercent of the high group have grades

of 7.) or better and 50.9 percent of the group as a whole hare the

same -;r.-..,n. '.'or L. • other grades t->- rein tionships arc si il .-

,

the better the rank of the student on the tests, the better in

general sill be his grades.

gelation of Highest naa Lovest Fifth in Te^-t Rankings of

Group VI to trades Received. The relationships for the highest

and lonesrt fifth of the test scores and grades for Group VI are

shown in Table 26 and in Figure 7.
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Tnble 28.

Showing the Percent? of the Highest and Lowest Fifth in Test

Scores -Tho Obtained or Exceeded Certain Average?, in the First

Term Freshman Year of Group VI.

Terra Ratln Army Alpha Otis Psycholo -icnl Totnl Point
Ave. Oh- Class form 5 Test test Score
tained High- Low- High- Low- T'igh- Low- High- Low
or B** crt est est est est est ert est
ceeded Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth Fifth

50 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0" 100.0
55 90.3 100.0 94.3 100.0 93.9 100.0 94.1 100.0 93.9
SO 89.6 94.6 77.1 94.3 S9.7 96.9 67.6 97.1 75.8
05 73.9 91.9 45.7 88.3 38.4 93.9 32.4 94.1 36.4
70 56.1 86.5 31.4 77.1 24. 7. 07.9 17.7 08.2 18.2
75 32.4 51.4 20.0 45.7 15.2 51.5 8.0 55.9 6.1
80 10.4 27.03 2.8 20.0 3.03 30.3 3.0 32.4 0.0
85 3.5 8.1 OiO 8.6 0.0 12.1 0.0 11.8 0.0

In this group the best measure is clearly the Total Point

Score "hie:; Is better than the three torts rith only one exception,

;?hera it has a slightly low percentage with the low scores who Lave

a graie of 60 and 65 or better. The Otis and the Alpha tests are

distinctly the poorer fBeaeurcvs.

It the Total Point Score is examined it is seen that there

were only 18.2 percent of the low score students who made an

average of 70 or better srhile 53.1 percent of the class had this grade.

However, 88.2 oercent of the high score students had this grade

or better. Only 5.1 percent of the lou score students made an

average of 75 and not one of these students made an average of

80 or better. Cf the high ecor: students 55.9 percent of the

students made this grade.

a • of r..q,vtlon -et-ecw, the rlrhest and Lowest Fifth

r:^ r^" 'rcd it.. Pi-'..lee. In the first •-rouo, as usual,

the average of the scores of the Aray Alpha tests, forms 6 and 9,
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was the test measure for the grouo. In the other five groups the

Total Point °>core was about the beet iscaeure with the possible

exception of Oroup f where the Psychological test was a better

•eanuro tl.an the Total Point Score. In all of these -roups the

Psychological tost is generally about an good as the Total Point

Score and particularly in the low scores is it as t:ood or better.

The advantage of the Total Point Score lies In the fact that with

the hi -..est fifth of the scores the Total Point ecore has higher

percentages than the other tests, while with the lowest fifth

of the scores the Total Point "core hrjs lower percentages than

the other tests of the group.

In ti.e six yrouos, those wit;, the lowest scores made the

lowest average grades while t. ose with the highest scores on the

tests '-.-de t:.e highest grades. The low score students made

averages distinctly below the average of the group while the high

score B%a&9Qt>0 «ade averages distinctly above the averages of the

group. Very few low score, studeiits made averages of 75 or better,

while froa 30 to 80 percent of the high score students Bade this

average grade. The majority of sfes ; rades of the low score students

are below 70, while about 25 to SO percent of the high score

students aade averages of 80 or better. In all the groups there

was a close relationship of high scores with high grades and low

scores with low grades.

VII, OTUDY OF TP03E STU13SET3 180 GRADUATED , TIIOSS STUDENTS W!fO

LKFT iV > TMOSS STUDENTS HBO ITERS DROPPED IW RELATION TO
TBL'IR ^UARTILrS POSITION OJI TPK TKSTS.

The next interpretation of the data was made in regard to

the quartlle positions of three types of students on the mental
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tests; namely, those students who graduated in their class, those

viho >7ere dropped, and tnosc who left. There ~ere students who

had graduated in three groups, Groups I, II and III. In Group IV

the class was divided into three groups: those wt.o had become

juniors, those who were drooled and those who left. In the

remaining; two grouos only those who left and those who were

dropoed were considered* It should be understood that the

division of the students into these three groups is ourely

arbitrary since some of those viho were dropoed later returned to

college and graduated, and some of those who left would have

graduated if they had stayed, while others of their number would

have been dropoed.

Students in Group I ghg Graduated. V.'ho Left ana ,7ho Tere

Droooed * The students who graduated, those who left and those

who were dropped in Group I, in the respective quartiles in

which they stood on the tests, are shown in Table 27. This table

shows that those students wnich graduate tend to be in the higher

quartiles of the tests and those students who are dropped, in the

lower quartiles of the tests. In olacing students who were

dropped and who graduated, the average of the scores of the

Army Alpha, form 6 and 9 tests seems to be the best measure.

This ic because this measure places more of those students who

were dropoed in the lowest quartile and n;ore of those students

who were graduated in the higher quartiles. It places 13 dropped

students in the first quartile while the Army Aloha, form 8 test

places only 14. It places 21 of the dropped students in the

lowest two quartiles combined, while the Alpha, form 8 test places
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Table 27

Showing Position of Those ^ho Graduated, Those Sho Loft, Those
i.o 'ro-w. in u-..r tiles of "n.ch oT o'-.e Vurts o. ' :: -.up I.

Graduates Fourth Third Second First Total
Qunrtile Cuaxtil* Quartile Quartile

Array Alpha,
form 8 IS SO 21 9 66

Average of scores
of Artsy Alpha
form 6 and 9 20 17 18 11 00

Students Ifno Left

Arc.y Aloha,
fora 8" 10 4 4 2 20

Average of scores
of Artsy Alpha
fom 6 and' 9 7 8 4 1 20

students Who were Dropped

Amy Al -ha,
fora 8 1 3 6 14 24

Average of scores
of Im Alpha
fora 6 and 9 ' 1 2 5 IS 24

4
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20 students. In the group of graduates the Alpha, forts 8 test ia

r~ '- * " r io r to the v rn <; of t . scores of UN .l--..- , :'om-

tests in the number placed In the lowest quaxtile; but it6 and

is i- " rlor in the nunbex of students placed in the t«0 highest

quartlles. The Aloha, for?^! 8 test olaces 38 in the up-er two

quart lies ...Ale the average of the scores of the Alpha, fora 6

and 3 tests -laces 37. The average of the scores of the Alpha,

form i g&tf 9 tests seems to be a little better than the Aloha,

forts 8 test but in this comparison it is not much better than the

latter test, to

In dividing the students into three types as has been done

here, it is possible to predict with sor:e certainty the orobable

success of the student in college from his oosition on the tests*

If the number of students In the four quart lies of the two tost

neasures of this grouo are olaced on the basis of a hundred as to

their chance of being graduated, or dropped, or leaving, the

following distribution of chances is obtained, according to the

distribution of students on the average of the scores of the Alpha,

fore. Z a:: .', fcests:

(Jljances in a hun'rec' of

quart He ^rnduation Leaving Being ^ro oed

Fourth 71 88 4
Third 83 39 7

Second 87 15 18
First 39 4 57

It is clearly neon tunt here is a direct relation bet. con

the position of the student on the tests and his chance of

graduating or being dropped froa college for scholastic reasons.

In this group a student in the fourth qu- 'tile has about twice

the chnr.ee of graduation that a student in tho first quart ile of



the teste has arid, besides, he has about one-fourteenth the

chance of being drooped as have those in the first quartile. The

lower the quar ile of the student on the tests, the less will be

iiis o.,:\uce of graduation and the greater will be his chance of

being dropped. The chance of a student's leaving does not bear,

in tais group, much relation to his position on the tests exceot

in the first quartile where the evidence is that a student is

dropped r.ore often from college than leaving of his own accord.

Amonj t..c students wuo leave college the tendency seems to

be to do poorer work in college taan their intelligence records

would ir.dicate that they should do. Cf those leaving, who were

in the lower half of the tests, none made good scholastic records

and none of t-e students with good scholastic records had ooor

test r cords. There were six students in this group who made

poor records while they were la college with averages of around 70

or below. Only one of these students was in the first quartile

and he left at the end cf the junior year. Cue in the second

quartile remained throughout the freshman year. The remaining

four were in the third or fourth quart iles of the tests, two of

whoia left during the freshman year and the other two at the end

of the junior year. Of tne five students who were in the lowest

half of the average scores of t&C last two Alpha test only one

made an average as high as 77. The records of students who

leave college are, therefore, directly comparable to their records

on the mental tests.

'.Then those students who were dropped were studied, it was

found that there \ ere in this group 5 students who were later



graduated. All except one of these students were In the lowest

quartile of the mental t ots and all except one were in the

lowest quartlle of the graduating class. This latter student

escaped being in the lowest quartlle of the graduating class

by only half a point in rank. Theee six students were not

included in the 66 graduated students In the previous table.

Uhen all of those who graduated were studied, including those

who were dropped but later graduated, with resoect to the quartlle

.osition of their rank in the graduating olass co- -rod with their

quartlle position on the two tent measures of the group, the

results thorn in Table 28 were obtained.. It should be remembered

that approximately 40 students have been eliminated from the class

since the beginning of the freshman year, and so that in tl.e case

of the graduates the quart lies do not contain as many as did the

quartilee at the beglnnin • of the freshman year. "

The first thing to be noted about this comparison is that

the average of tl e scores of the Alpha, form 6 and 3 tests furnish

the best coefficient of correspondence of the two test measures; a

coefficient of .403 which is approximately 4 points higher than the

coefficient of the Alpha, form 8 test of .361. The average of t. e

scores of the Alpha, form 6 and 9 tests also has a lo^er total

point misplacement and lower point misplacements in all quartilee

except t. e third quartlle.

Both of these coefficients are better than the coefficients

obtained for the average of the entire freshman year, of .33 and .38

for the two respective measures. For the first term of the freshman

year the coefficient of corres-?on ence for the Army Aloha form 8

test was .349 and for the average of the scores of the Aloha, form
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Tabic 28

Showing Position of students as to Quartile Rank as Graduate?
Compared with Quartile Position on the Tests in Group I.

Army Alpha, form 8

quartile Rank Fourth Third Second "irst Total Point
in Glass Quar- Quar- Qunr- Quar- "is- "is-

tile tile tile tile [JXav/Cl.iCU v

Fourth 6 6 4 2 12 20
Third 6 5 5 2
tpvW \JlM\J. 1 5 9 3 q

3 5 4 6 19mm
Total 16 21 22 13

Goefficifnt of correspondence .361

Average of Scores of Amy Alpha, forms 6 and 9

Fourth Third Second First Total Point
Quar- Quar- r- Ouar- ric- "le-
tile tile tile tile plr!cement placer.ent

fourth 9 4 4 1 9 15
Third 3 8 5 2 10 12
Second 4 3 5 6 13 17
First 3 3 5 7 11 20
Total 19 18 ID ie 43 64

Coefficient of correspondence .403
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6 and 9 tests, .459. In general, t: en, the scholastic position

of the student when coisoared with the tests does not show much

'- - • • "o fror: t freshman yef& to i s riuik of t:-io e talent in his

graduating class. A student who has hie type of scholastic work

fairly veil determined by the tests in his freshman year will

also h.ve t;m type of sork for his entire course fairly well

predicted.

Students w:.o were in the highest quartlie of the graduating

class showed a sosewhat greater spread than those who were in the

fourt:, quartile of the tests. As an illustration, a student in

the fourth quartile of the average scores of the Alpha, forn 6

and 9 tests, tad! 33 chances in a hundred of being in the upoer

half of his class, while a student in the first quartile had 82

chances in a hundred of being in the lowest half of his class.

It is t. us easier for a student to be below his quartile on the

test than it is for hi.m to be above his quartile position- on the

tests. A student in the second or t;. ird quartile of the tost is

about as liable to be in some other quartile than his own in the

quartiles of the ranks of the graduating class as he is to be in

his own. quartile.

"I :q- t'.-.
~

: .a
•>.radnAt-d. " o heft or.,: "ho ere "?rot>ocd in

Orouo II. Croup II, as shown in Table 29, shows the same

p redoes ino tin;; tendency for the students who were dropped to be

in the loiter quartiles of the tests and for the graduates to be

in the higher quartiles of the tests. As far as those students

who were dropped are concerned, the two Alpha tests and the Ctis

test show a poorer distribution than the other test measures.
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Table 29

Showing Position of Those Tho Graduated, Those mo Left and
Those TTho Were Dropped In Quartilos of Each of the Tests and

Total Point Score of Orouo II.

Graduates Fourth Thi id Second First Total
Quar** Quar— Quar— Qu r-
tile tile tile tile

Army Alpha
form 6 28 17 25 20 90

National 27 23 25 15 90
l oman *>/»

tint 88 <J7 17 90nil. 18 30 18 SO
Army Aipaa 23 21 21 90
iorm y

Total roint <s0 25 19 90
bcoro

Students ,7ho Left

Army Al ha
form 6 4 12 9 8 33

Rational 9 7 6 11 33
f#3E) MS QC 11 4 10 33
Otis 12 9 5 7 33
Army Alpha 3 12 10 8 33
form 9

Total Point 6 12 7 8 33
Score

Students 'Tho ^Tere Dropped

Army Alpha
form 6" 8 13 5 14 40

National 5 10 8 17 40
Toman 8 7 10 15 40
Otis 6 12 5 17 40
Army Alpha 15 6 8 11 40
form

Total Point 8 8 10 14 40
3coro
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lUtfc the graduates the National test is the best measure while

the Total Point Score and the Tercsaa tent are the next best

seasur^s. Thus, the Total Point Score, In this instance, although

not the best measure, seeras to be as reliable as any of the teste.

If the Total Point 3core is taken as a measure, the following

chances in a hundred of graduation, leaving or bein?: dropped are

obtained.

Chances in a hundred of:

quartile Graduation Leaving Being "topped

Fourth S5 15 20
Third 50 30 20
Second 59 17 24
First 48 20 34

In this distribution of chances as in t. e ^receding group,

the ..igher the quartile of the student on the tests tie better

is his chance of graduation, and the lower the quartile the

greater his chance of being dropped frota college for ooor scholastic

work. In the first quartile of this group a student ^ould have

less than an even chance of graduation since the chance of

graduation in t.is quartile is less than 50 in a hundred. The

differentiation between chances of graduation between the first

and last quartlles Is not as great in this group as it was in the

preceding group, nor is the differentiation of the chances of

bein
; : dropped between the first and last quartilee as great.

There is, however, the descending difference in chances of

graduation fros the highest to the lowest quart! les. A student

in thu fourth quartile has about one chance in four of being dropped

to being graduated, while the student in the first quartile has

about two chances in four of being dropped to being graduated.
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The group of students who left is characterized by a

:.o:\i I evenly scattered distribution in the four quartilea.

There //ere only two students in the left group whose averages

vK:re above 80. One of these student 8 stood In the fourth

quartile and t:>e other In the third quart ile of the Total Point

Soore. There were 16 students who rsade fair records with

overages from 70 to SO during their stay in college. Four of

these students were In tfe« first quartlle, three in the second

quartile, six in the third quartile and three students in the

fourth quartile of the Total Point Hcore. Of the 15 students who

left who made poor records during their ctay In college with

averages of 70 or less, four were in the first quartile, four in

the g. ^ n qu rtile, five in the t. lrd quartlle, and two in the

fourt, qu: rtile of the Total Point ^core. The poorer students bp

general are in the lovcer quartlies of the test scores.

If t,.e above mentioned poor students had been added to the

number of students who were dropoed, the Total Point I'core would

have had 10 students in the fourth quartile, 13 in the third

quartile, 14 in the second quartile, and 18 in the first quartile.

\Jnen t .er.c i'i -ures are cowoarod with the Total Point 3core figures

for t.. graduates, the recult would be that a student in the first

quartile would have almost as great a chance of making a poor

record as of graduating. Such a student in this lowest quartile

would .ave a greater chance of leaving with a fair or poor record

or being dropped than he would have of graduation. In the upoor

three quartiles of the test the chance of a student* s making a

r-oor record becaaes less and the probability of graduation increases



and becomes the best in the fourth quartile.

In the group of those who ??ere dropped there were 8 students

who 1-ter gradxiated. !!ot one of these students was in the fourth

quart ile of the Total Point "core. Two were in the second quartile,

one in the first, the other in the second qiiartile of his class*

Four of these students T?ere in the third quartHe of the Total Point

Score, one of whom was in the third quart ile of hie graduating

class and two of whos were in the first quartile of the graduating

class. There were two students in the fourth quartile of the Total

Point Score, one in the second and the other in the first quartile

of ranks in their graduating class. The majority of these who were

dropped, but who later graduated in Group II were then in the upper

quartiles of the test scores, hut when conoared with the rest of

the graduating class, did not nake as good a record in their course

as did other students with as good test records,

;fnen the graduates of Group II were studied with respect to

the position they had in their graduating class compared with

their position on each of the te:.:t .measures, the eorTo&risons in

Table 30 were obtained. The better coefficients of correspondence

of these test measures are those of .371 of the Terraan test and .361

of the Alpha, form 9 test. The other Alpha test has a coefficient

of ,351 and the total Point Score a coefficient of .34 while the

remainin ; tests both have coefficients of .329. The total mis-

placement, of course, corresponds to the value of these coefficients.

The Tcrman test has the lowest point misplacement of 84, followed

oy the next lowest point displacement of 90 of the Alpha, form 6

test and the Otis test. The other point misplacements in order

of size are those of 97 for the National test, 99 for the Total

Point ;>core, and 104 for the Alpha, form 9 test. The Terman test,
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Table 30

Showing Position of Students as to ^uartile Rank as Graduates
Compared xiith ^uartile Poeition on the Tents and the Total

Point Score of Group II.

Army Alpha, form 6

Quartile Rank Fourth Third Second First Total Point
in Class Quar- Quar- Qu^r- Quar- !<is- Mis-

tile tile tile tile KsM «j.W

raent aent

Fourth 11 6 5 2 13 22
Third 10 6 4 4 18 22
Second 7 7 7 4 18 25
Firrt 3 1 10 10 14 21
Total 31 20 26 20 63 90

Coefficient of correspondence .351

National

Fourth 11 6 6 1 13 21
Third a 7 4 5 17 22
Second 6 8 7 4 ie 24
First 5 3 9 7 17 30
Total 30 24 26 17 65 97

Coefficient of correspondence .329

Terman

Fourth 10 9 4 1 14 20
Third 8 7 6 3 17 20
Second 6 6 9 4 16 22
First 2 4 8 10 14 22
Total 26 26 27 18 61 84

Coefficient of correspondence .371
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Table 30 (con.)

Otis

Fourth Third Second First Total Toint
Quar- Quar- Quar- Quar- Mia- lie*
tile tile tile tile place- place-

nent raent

Fourth 11 8 5 2 13 22
Third 10 3 6 5 21 26
;3g cond 2 11 9 3 16 20
First 2 3 10 9 15 22
Total 25 23 30 19 G5 90

Coefficient of correspondence .7.29

Army Alpha, form 9

Fourth S 7 4 4 15 37
Third 10 8 2 4 16 20
3econd 6 7 9 3 18 22
First 3 4 8 9 15 25
Total 28 28 23 20 G2 104

Coefficient of correrpondence .361

Total Point Score

Fourth 10 8 4 2 14 22
Third 12 3 5 4 21 25
Second 5 7 10 3 15 20
First 1 6 7 10 14 22
Total 28 24 26 19 64 99

Coefficient of correspondence .340
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from a study of these values, is the best test measure of the

group. The Total Point Score Is not as good a measure here as

it has been in the other relationships studied.

Here, as in the preceding group, those students who are in

the highest quart lie of the tests have a greater tendency to

obtain poor scholastic record than have those in the lowest

quartile of the teats to obtain a good scholastic record. In the

third quartile the student tends to be in the upper half of hie

class, and a student who is in the second quartile tends to be

in the lower half of his class* On the whole, then, a student

tends to be in his scholastic work close to the quartile in ;h.ich

he is placed on the tests, although these tests predict accurately

in only 35 to 45 percent of the cases.

Students •"ho Graduate . ".'ho heft, an;. a o 'er-.? Topped,

in Grou;:- . III. The distribution for this group is shown in Table

31 of those who were graduated, of those who were Jronped and of

thoeo v.ho left. Again, the tendency is for the graduates to be

in the higher quartlles and for the students who were dropped to

be in the lower quartlles of the tests. In the alacement of

graduates the Total Point "core seems to place the greater number

in the uaaer quartlles and fewer in the lo^er quartlles than any

of the threo teste. In the group of students -o were dropped,

the Otis test alaees the greater number in the lower quartlles

and the Total Point Score Is here the next best measure. The

Total Point Score and the Otis test seems, therefore, to be the

best measure© in this group.

he ia I e : receding groups a student In the highest quartile
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Table 31

Shoeing Position of Those "Sho Oxciuated, Those Who Left and
Those 3ho Were Dropped In quartlies of Each of the Teste and

the Total Point Score of Oroup III.

Graduates Fourth Third Second First Total
Quar- Quar- Quar- qunr-
tile tile tile tile

Amy Alpha ml 20 19 13 73
OtiB 22 20 17 14 73
Psychological 23 15 £>2 13 73
Total Point Score 25 15 19 13 73

students "fho Left

Amy Aloha' • 9 8 12 38
Otis 7 13 9 9 38
Psychological 8 12 7 11 38
Total Point Score 7 13 7 11 38

Students ^fno i?ere Dropped

Amy Aloha 5 6 10 10 31
Otic 4 3 10 14 31
Psychological 5 7 8 11 31
Total Point Score 4 7 8 12 31



has a good chance of graduation while a student In the lowest

quartile has less chance of graduation and a greater chance

of bein^ dropped fros college. Ti th the Total '"olnt "core as

a basis, such an evaluation of the chances of a student would

show the following distribution of chances*

Chances In a hundred of

Quartile Graduation Leaving Being dropped

Fourth 70 19 11
T.-ird 56 20 24
Second 45 36 19
First 35 31 33

A student in the fourth quartile of the Total Point Score

of tiiie group would x;ave practically twice the chance of graduation

that a student in the first quartile would have and, moreover,

would have only a third of a chance of beinr: dropped from college.

A student in the second and third quartilee would have 20 and 10

more respective cnances of graduation than If he were in the first

quartile of the Total Point "core. As t e quartlles .became lower

the cicnce of a student* s ^raduath. ~ beco~.*e lf-ss and hi? chancs

of leaving or .being tixopned becomes greater. The student In the

upper qu-rtiles of the nental tests is in all ways a better risk

than the student la the lower qpartilcs.

Among those students who left, there were 18 vrho had poor

records with an average of 70 or below. On the Total Point Score

these students stood as follows* 7 In the first qu-rtile, 4 each

In the second and tr.ird quartlles, and 3 in the fourth quartile.

This means th t in general those students who left rith poor

records were also ooor on the Total Point ncore. There were 11

students who left with fair records vitS an average between 70
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and 80 who made a better showing on tiie Total Point Score than

ciid the poor students. The fair student** rtood as follows on

the Total Point >:core: 2 in the first qunrtlle, 3 in the second

quart ile, 4 in the third quart ile, and 2 in the fourth quartile.

3tudents who left s-ith a fair record in college taade a fair record

also on the rental test. The nine students who left with a record

in college of 60 or above also nade a rood record on the Total

Point ~eore, since only 1 was In the first and second quartilea

respectively, while there were 4 in the third qu^rtile and 3 in

the fourth qunrtlle. This croup of students who left includes

then a large nur.;ber who have poor college records, Tie group

shows also that students who leave in general have college records

which are similar to their Rental tent records.

'?hen the students who graduated v?ere compared in each of the

tests with resoect to the rank they had in the group of graduates,

the representation ehovm in Table 32 ^as tho result. This show6

the highest coefficient of correspondence to be .3£9 which belongs

to the Psychological test, and the next best coefficient to be

that of .288 which belongs to the Total Point ^oore. The

coefficients of correspondence in this group vere not as high as

the coefficients in the orecedlng groups, where all the coefficients

were Dbove .30. The lowest point, sinolacenent for this group is

that of 73 for the Psychological test and the next best of 78 for

the Total Point Score. The Psychological test is thus the best

measure. The Otis test seens to be the ooorest taeaeuro of the

group.

Hero, as in the preceding groups, those who stand well in the
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Table 32

Shoeing Position of Students ao to Quartilc Rank as Grniuatec
Con^ared . ith quart ile Position on Tests and Total Point Score

of Group III.

Army Alpha

Quartile Rank Fourth Third Second First Total Point
in Class Quar- Quar- Qu-r- Quar- dis- >'is-

tile tile tile tile place- plc ~e-
ment lent

Fourt'..i 6 2 9 1 12 23
Third 7 7 2 2 11 13
Second 6 8 1 5 17 23
First 2 5 f 5 14 23
Total 21 20 19 13 54 82

Coefficient of correspondence • 2 -0

Otis

Fourth 7 5 3 3 11 20
Third 7 3 3 5 15 20
Second 3 6 6 3 12 15
35 irct 5 6 P

«*
o AO mm

Total 22 20 17 14 54 87

Coefficient of co rresDOndence .250

Psychological

Fourth 6 G 6 12 18

Third 8 4 4 2 14 IS

Second 3 4 7 4 11 14

First 8 1 5 7 12 25

Total 23 15 22 13 49 73

Coefficient of correspon c.lence • . . .

Total Point Score

Fourth 7 5 6 11 17

Third 8 4 4 2 14 16

Second 5 4 4 5 14 19

First 5 3 5 6 13 26

Total £5 16 19 13 52 78

Coefficient of correspondence .288
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teets r-nd rrho make poor college records are of a rreater oercent-

at
ge than those with poor test records and good college records.

The testr nuvt measure scholastic -bllity to sokc extent, since

it is r/.crc easy for a student to rork dorsiward from his test

position than It is for the student to ork upward froa his test

position. The student with a good test position has a better

chance not to vorl: to t* e best of his ability than has the -tudent

with the poor test position. The student with the poor test position

must work no re to the linit of his ability than oust the etudent

with the good test record.

ntuiente "ho Conrleted Junior Year. .~ho Left ^nd "Sho "ere

Drop-oca In ftroup IV. ftroup IV divided into three rroups,

those t?ho had completed their junior year, those who had left and

those vrho h:.d been dropped fron college. The junior year was used

since tain r»as as far as the records for this £rour vere obtained.

This comparison of the three types of students with the four teet

Boaeures in shorn in Table 33.

For t. a juniors, the Army Alpha test has the largest number

in the upper quartiles, tne measure next In order is the Total

Point "core. Y?hesi those who trero drooped are considered, the

Psychclo.-ical toot and tlr. ?otal Point ^core give the largest

nunber which fall into the lowect two quartllec. The Total Point

Score SOttM to he about as reliable as any of the tests. This

group has the ease tendencies as the other groups for the students

in the upper quart iles to be better college risks than the students

in the Icrrer quartlleG. The distribution' of chances shown belo-

represents the dances in a hundred of the three types of students
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Table cZ

allowing Position of TIiggo '3ho fflHUWj Juniors, Those '.fho Loft
and Those ?Hio $ere Dropped in Cuortiles of Tests and Total

Point ^core of Group IV

Juniors Fourth Third Second First Total
•"u->r- Quar- Quar- Qunr-
tile tile tile tile

Arrny Alpha 27 38 24 21 100
Social 24 29 24 100
P sycholOfti cal 25 27 22 100
Total Point Hcore 29 25 22 24 100

Students Tho Left

Aray Aloha 9 7 6 9 31
Social 7 9 10 5 31
Psychological 8 12 S 6 ::i

Tot'^1 Point Hcore 6 12 7 8 31

Stadento Tore ''ropped

Arsy Alpha 4 7 10 9 30
social 7 4 8 11 ISO

Psychological 3 3 8 13 30
Total Point Hcore 5 4 10 11 30



in the quartiles of the Total Point Gcoxe of this group.

Chances in a hundred of:

Becoming a Leaving Being
CtUartile Junior Dropped

Fourth 73 15 12
Third 61 29 10
Second 56 18 26
First 58 15 27

Tliis distribution of chances in thin group is about the same

as in the other groups, except that the chances of being q junior

nre greater than the chanoet of graduation in the other groups.

Except for the fourth quartile of this group, the chances of being

a junior are about the same or about 60 chances in a hundred of

becoming a junior. However, if the students rrere in the first

quartile, he would have rsore then twice the ci ance of being dropped

than h© would have if he were in the fourth quartile. If he were

in the third quartile of the Total Point Score, hie chance of

be in: dropped would be about the same as it would be in the first

quartile. The chance of a student's leaving ie somewhat the saae

throughout the four quartiles but is slightly less in the first

ana fourth quartiles of this test measure.

In this group there were 13 of those students who left who

made poor records with averages of around 70 or below, 11 who had

fair averages from about 70 to 80, and 7 students who had good

college records with averages for their college work above 80.

Four of the students with good records in college were in the

third quartile of the Total Point Score and the other three
.

students -sere in the fourth quartile. TVo of the students with

fair records were in the first quartile of the Total ^oint score,
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three were In the second quart ile f four in the third quart ilc and

two in the fourth quartile. Of the ooor records three were in the

firnt quartile of the Total Point ^core, five were in the necond

quartile, four were in the third quartile and only one was in the

fourth quartile. The records which this left group made in their

college nozk clonely approximated their records on the Total Point

Score. No student with a poor test record did good college work.

On the whole, then, a student with a poor test record did ooor

tvork and a student with a good college record had also a good test

record.

In this group no study was made of the averages of the students

as was of the graduating ranks of the preceding groups. In the

following two grout* s comparisons are made only of those who were

drooped and those who left college fros the two groups.

Sto.lcnto :.o heft .: "tudent e "ho "''ere Droned in Oroup V.

The dropped and students who left of this group are shown in Table

34. In Group V the largest number of students who were dropped

fall into the lower two qu rtiles of the test measures. The Otis

test and the Total Point Score place the largest number in the

lower quartlies and the Total Point Score places the largest number

in the first or lowest quartile. The Total Point Score also does

not Dlace as nany as does the Otis test in the fourth quartile.

h.c \'-.-e..olo ioal test is very siatSat to tfef Total .'oint "core

In all its placements. The Total Point Score would in all

probability be the better measure ^to rely on in this inctance,

although the differences in favor of one measure or the other are

not very large. The group of students who left does not contain
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Table 34

Showing Positions of Those 3ho Left and Those lino Sere Droned
in Quart lies of trio Tests and the 7ot.-,l Point Score of Grouns

V and VI.

Students v/ho Left

Army Alpha
Otis
Psychological
Total ; : int Score

Army Aloha
Otis
Psychological
Total Point Score

Students Who Left

Aray Alpha
Otis
Psychological
Total. Point Score

Students '.Ino Were Dropped

Array Alpha
Ctis
Psychological
Totr.l foiat Score

Group V.

Fourth Third Second First Totf

li Z its f (lau lit; f 41a

5 4 1 6 IS
5 3 1 7 16
6 3 3 4 16
3 1 4 5 16

>pped

7 6 10 13 36
rt
( ft AU AO
6 f

aO xo CO
S Bo ft xo uO

Group VI.

1 2 3 3 9
2 2 3 9
1 4 4 9
1 3 2 1 9

? 5 8 16 : 1

3 5 5 IB 31
1 5 8 17 31
1 4 10 16 31
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a3 many student a as did the oreceding -roups partly because only

two yearn of college work are bein^ considered.

Stu.ioutc Qg "'ere Drooled and students fio Left In grout? VI .

The students who were dropped and who left in Group VI are shown

in Table 34. The students v?ho left and who were droned represent

only the students of the freshraas year since data for the freshman

year only Mi available. The most important thing to be considered

is that the largest number of students who were drooped fall in

the lo\?eot quortile. The Total Point ficore Places whe greatest

number of students who were dropped in the lower two quartiles,

placing a totnl of 26 students. A student in the first quartile

has from 6 to 16 times tho cnace of being dropped during the first

year than he has in the fourth quartile. "orcovcr, if the student

is in the first quartile he has a greater chance of being dropped

than if all the other quartiles vcere combined and used as a

determinant. In the group of students who left there is a slight

tendency for these to be in the lovver test quartiles, but the

tendency is not extremely marked because of the few cases.

Sext to the Total Point t'core, the Psychological test is the

best measure placing "5 in the loser quartiles and 6 in the upoer

two quartiles. Both the Alpha test and the Otis test show a more

scattered distribution than do the ether two measures.

Suamary of Comparisons of students ?ho ere Droo-ed T
v.ho Left

and -.Tho Graduated in the Test Quartiles. As for the chances of

graduation of a student in the four test quartiles, there seems to

be a general average for the groups concerned. In general, a

student km bout 70 cirmces in a hundred of graduation if he is

in the fourth quartile, about 50 to 60 chances if he is in the

second or third quartile, and about 40 chances if he is in the
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first quartile. If one is in the fourth qusrtile he has about 12

chances in a hundred of being dropoed, if he is In the second or

third quartile he h^s about 20 chances in a hundred, and if he is

in the first quartile he has somewhat over 30 chances in a

hundred of being dropped. The chances of leaving in all the

quartiloe are usually about 20 in a hundred. The chance of a

student's renniaing in college is thus to some degree predicted

by t..c ncntal tests.

^hen the quartile positions of the students on the test are

comp .red with their position in their class as graduates there

is a similarity between qusrtiles of above a coefficient of

correspondence of .30. This means that the student keeps his

position in his class as ors^ared with the tests about as sell

as his position compared with the tests in the freshman year. The

student with a low tent position has been shown to have a ooorer

caance of success in college than has the student with t..e -ood

test position.

In such comparisons as placing graduated students who tzere

dropped and students who loft in the test quartiles, it is more

difficult to determine which is the best tent measure. In Group

I, the best test measure Is by a slight margin the average of

the scores of the Army Alpha test, form 6 and 9. In Group IT,

the Hational test picked the greater number of graduates In the

higher quartiles while In the lower quartiles the Total Point

3core and the Terman test were the beat measures. In Group III,

the Total Point ^core nnd the Otis test were the best rteaRures.

In Group 17, the Alpha test had the Isr^est number of juniors



in the upper quartiles but of those who were dropped the

Psychological test rind the Total Point Score gave the largest

number in the lower quartiles. In Group V, the Total Point ?>oore

was about the best measure in the group, but the Psychological

test was very similar to it in placements. In Group VI, with the

few cases studied, the Total Point '-core was the -best measure. In

these groups no test seems to be definitely the best -easure by

very wide margins. In general, ho-'ever, the Total "olnt Score is

the most reliable measure of the last five groups.

VIII COMPARISON OF TEST "GORES J'ADS BY DIF^-'?;T GROUPS OF

STUDENTS.

In connection with the study and distinction of the students

as -rraduates and of students ..ho vrere dropoed it might be of

Interest to note the average scores which these groups made

compared to the average score made by the entire class. This

is shown in Table 35. The scores tell the same story told by

the quartile distribution. Those who graduate make the higher

scores while those who are drooped make the lower scores as

sho-Tn by the averages. There is only one case where the group of

dropped stud nts make an average score higher than the average

for the entire class, with the Psychological test in Group IV.

In all other cases the score made by the dropped students is

loss than that nade by either the entire class or by those who

graduated. In every case except one the score cade by the

graduates is higher than the scoro made by the entire class and

the drooped students. The differences between the groups are

not very :~reat; and besides this comparison of scores does not

indicate which test measure is the best measure.
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Table 35.

Average Score for Entire Class, Graduates and Thcoe

Who Were Dropped.
4

Entire Class. Dropped Students. Graduates.

Group I.

Army Alpha, form 8
Averajo of Scores of
Army Alpha, forms 3
and 9

148.5
171.07

131.04
156.5

155.5
173.23

Group II.

Amy Al^ha, form 6
National
Tertian
Otis
Army Alpha, form 9
Total Point Score

144.4
171.8
179.57
177.05
160.9
833.6

139.2
186.2
172.4
170.0
158.3
806.7

149.86
174.5
183.3
179.3
165.3
849.6

Group III.

Army Alpha
Ctis
Psychological
Total Point Ceo re

145.1
1G4.9
149.6
409.7

143.9
165.0
142.9
451.9

151.2
161.8
154.0
480.3

Group IV,

Army Alpha
Social
Psychological
Total Point Score

150.0
100.2
210.8
456.2

144.5

219.4
425.5

Group V,

Array Alpha
Otis
Psychological
Total Point Score

140.3
173.6
160.4
471.9

133.3
166.

6

143.4
. 443.5

Group VI.

Army Alpha
Ctis
Psycho*leal
Total Point "core

149.7
137.6
178.01
498.1

137.9
154,5
145.0
439.3
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CHAPTER V.

SUMMARY ATm C0?'CLUSI0K3.

I. SUGARY.

There have been in this study two points which have been

emphasized, nanely, the value of a battery of tests as compared

with ft single test, and the value of a battery of tests in

predict ing college success. The two factors have been considered

together.

The value of a battery of tests woe. considered with two

types of batteries. The first type of battery was found in

P.roup I whore all the teste that were riven were tests of the

same type. The second type of battery was found in Croups II

through VI, in which several different kinds of raental teste were

used, no two tests being the same kind.

%ura-iary of Comparison of students* Ranks on the Cental Tests.

t
Richardson and Robinson have shown that unequal amounts of practice

on
:
mental tests will affect the relative roeition of the subjects

taking the tests. This study shows that students do not obtain

the sane rank on every test which they take. This study shows

that there is a greater reserablance between ranks on the sa^e kind

of tests than between ranks on different kinds of mental tests.

In Group I, there were 81.08 percent of the students r-hich agreed

within 20 points or less in rank between the first and last test.

The only other percent which was as high as this w^e the agreement

between the ranks of the Psychological test and the Total Point

^Ri chard son, F. and Hobinson, t*S« Effects of Practice Upon "'cores

and Predictive Value of Aloha Intelligence Examination, J. "xp.-

Pryc, 4s 300-317, Au~. 1922.
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Score. In roups III through VI, about 20 percent of the students

had an agreement of 20 points or lees on the ranks of the three

tests and the Total Point ''core. In Group II, there was an

agreement of only 10.4 percent between the ranks on all the tests

and the Total Point r.core. In all the groups, from ono test to

the next, there wae an agreement of about 40 percent within 20

points or less in rank and an agreement of about 20 percent within

10 points or less in rank. These percents show thai one cental

test does not necessarily give the correct rank of a student in

relation to his fellows.

3ur.ur.gry of ~orreiationg between Test Icorcs and Grades of

Students. Correlations formed an important oart of this study,

for sosetfhat over 300 correlations were .confuted between test scores

and student's grades. The correlations of Group I showed an

average increase of 7.8 points between the first test whioh was

given and the last test which was given. The firat test had a

correlation of .319 and the last test correlation of .396. In

Group II, the Total Point Score which was the criterion for the

battery of tests gave an average correlation of .257, which nas

slightly lo-or than the correlation of .365 of the Terrsan test,

the third tost of the group. The tso testa which caae after the

Tcman test were characterised by progressively lower correlations,

the Otis tost ^ith a correlation of .318 and the Alpha, form 9,

with a correlation of .254. The Total ?oint Gcore was in this

group, thus the second beet measure. The Total Point Score

averages about 5 points higher than the average of the correlations

of the tests.
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In Qxoup III, the Psychological test gave the best

correlation, Its average correlation being .336, while the

Total Point 'core correlation averaged .291. The Total Point

Score was better than the Alpha test which had a correlation of

.234 and the Otis test which had a correlation of .249. The

Total "Pint Score correlation usually averages 2 points or more

higher than the average of the correlations of the three teste.

In Group IV, the test which gave the poorest average

correlation, was the Social Intelligence test with an average

correlation of .1396. The *lpha test had a correlation of .203.

The Psychological test which \ma the best measure in the group

had an average correlation of .352. The second best measure of

the group was the Total Polxit :>core with an average correlation

of .319. The Total Point "core averaged 8.7 points higher than

the average of the correlations of the three tests.

In 'Jroup V, the average correlation of .354, belonging to the

Total Point "core, was the best correlation for the group. The

Peyeholo.ical test had a correlation of .343, the Alpha test an

average correlation of .269, and the Otis test an average

correlation of .24S5. The Total Point ^core averaged 8.6 points

higher (fern the average of the correlations for the three tests.

In Oroup VI, the Total foint Deore again gave the highest

average correlation, of .399. The Psychological test had the

second highest correlation, of .364. The Alpha test had an

average correlation of .333 and the Otis test had a sonewhat

higher correlation, wi.ich was .3602. The Total Point Score

averaged 4.7 points higher than the average of the correlations
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of the three tests.

The Total Point '"core, thus, gave the best correlations in

or.ly Groups f snd 71. In Groups II and 17, the Psychological

test was the best sessure btat only slightly better than the

Total Point Score. The Tensan test in Group II *ae also only

Slightly higher than the Total Point Score of Grouo II. Tn

Oroun fj the average of the last t??o tests w e best measure.

Yihen t general average ^as taken for all tike - relations of all

the groups the following correlations nere the result; for the

Alpha test an average correlation of about .27, for the Otis

test an average correlation of about .26, for the Psychological

test an average correlation of abrmt../.34, and for the Total

Point ncore an average correlation of about .33. The Total

Point -core for all the correlations of all the groups is on

the average 'about % -"Mnts higher than the average of the

correlations of tne tests.

The Total Point "core may correlate lower than one of the

tests of the group at tines, because its score is composed of

all the scores "of all tLe tests and if one of the tests correlated

lot? uith the trades this srould cause also the Total Point Pcore

to correlate lotrer than it should. Thus, in Group IV, the nodal

test ~;;-ich ~ave an average correlation of only .1398 evidently

caused the Total Point ^core to shot? lower correlations than

would have been the case if the Social test baa given a higher

correlation.

It is doubtful that the Psychological test would have

correlated as highly as it did if two tests had not always been

given before it. The Psychological test may be a better test



than the teats which preceded it but, nevertheless, ito high

correlations are not probably due entirely to this. In 3roup I,

the correlations for the average of the last two tests gave a

correlation which was 7,8 points higher than the correlation

for the first test* T'ollingworth found that with practice the

f iret trial of a group of tests gave an average correlation of

.055 but that with the fifth trial of the tests the intercor-

2relations averaged .280. Olick found that the average correlations

for the first and last test scores rose frotn .59 to .38

respectively, when praotice on similar forms was given between

the tests. This would seem as if practice has had a part in

raising the correlations of the Psychological test. In arouo II,

practice was not, however, effective in raising the correlations

of the fourth and fifth teste, the Otis and Alpha. T?hy these

correlations should be lower cannot be explained. According to

the evidence given, they should be hi -her than the correlations

of the Terman te^t, while, actually the correlations of these

two tests were lower than any other correlations of the group,

notwithstanding this, practice has had an effect probably in

raising the correlations of the Psychological test. It seems

evident from this study that, if all the tests of a battery are

equally valid, the Total Point Score will give a higher correla-

tion with grades than any of the tests taken singly will give.

Value of the Correlations for College Prediction. The

Miollingerth, h.L. Corrol^tion of Abilities as Affected by
Practice, J. of II, Psyc. ,14: 405-414, September 1913.

%lick, 1!.!?. Effects of Practice in Intelligence Tests, Bulletin

no. 27, Bureau Ed. Res. U. of Illinele.Urbana.
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majority of the correlations in this study are between .30 and

.40, correlations which were given generally by either the Psy-

chological test or the Total Point Score. Correlations which

were below .20 were given generally by either the Otis or the

Amy Alpha tests. This fact is not true of the last tr?o Alpha

tests in Or -up I. The highest correlat ions were those of the

freshman year, the first tens of the year having the highest

correlations. The sophomore year gave correlations usually

between .20. and .30. The correlations of the junior and senior

years w re also of about the same value. The correlations of the

test scores -E-ith the entire course were from about .30 to .40.

The decrease in correlations through the succeeding years of

the course is due to the fact that the distribution of ability

among the students is becoming continually more tad ->otc select

as the students of poorer ability are eliminated and. the students

become more alike in ability. This causes the correlations to

decrease, for the more select a group tue er will be the

correlation, other things being equal.

Then tiie frosts were correlated with speciflo courses of the

freshman year, the correlations obtained were not as high as the

correlations of the tests with the average -r eo. The tests,

thus, predict the general ability of a student better than they

predict the specific ability of a ctudent.

ftjBBKEg of Quart ile Comoarlcon of Tent Scores and atu^-nto '

Grade o. In Oroup I, the -verage of the scores of the Alpha, form

6 and 9 tests gave the best correspondence rhen the scores were

compared r-ith the grades for the first tens of the freshman year
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and with the grades for the entire freshman year. In Group II,

the Total Point Score was the best measure for the first term

of the freshman year, bub the Otis test was slightly better for the

entire freshman year. In Group III, the Total Point Score was

the best measure for the first term, while for the entire year

the Alpha test was the best measure. In Grouo IV, the Psycholog-

ical test was the best measure for the first term, while for

the entire year the Total Point Score and the Alpha test to-

gether were the best measures. In Group V, the Psychologicrl

test was the best measure for both the first term and for t ; y

entire freshman year. In Group VI, the Otis test was the best

measure for the first term, while the Total Point Score was the

best measure for the entire year. The Total Point 3core in

these groups gave a greater amount of correspondence than did

the other test measures.

Sunmary of Grades Made in the First Term Freshman Year

by the Highest and Lowest Fifth of Test Scores. In the study

of these grades the Total Point Score was most commonly the best

of the test measures. The Psychological test was also a g od

measure. These corapaiisons showed that high grades were made

by students with high test scores and that low grades were

made by students with low test scores.

Summary of Study of Test Positions of Students Who Graduated.

Who Left, and Vfho Were Droooed . The student who was in the

highest quartiles of the test has a uch greater chance of grad-

uation than the student in the lowest quartiles of the tests.

A student in the fourth quartile of the Total Point Score has
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about 70 chances in a hundred of graduation, in the second or third

quart ile about 50 to 60 chances in a hundred of graduation, while

the student in the first quartile has only about 40 chances in

a hundred of graduation. Moreover, the student in the fourth

quartile has only about 1Z chances in a hundred of being drooped,

while the student in the second or third quartile has about 20

chances in a hundred, and the student in the first quartile has

about 30 chances in a hundred of being dropped. The students'

chances of leaving were about 20 chances in a hundred in al]. the

four quartiles of the tests.
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II CONCLUSIONS.

The cental tests do prciict the) success of * student in

college to a certain degree. Tl.c teste give on the average a

correlation of .35 with the grades a student makes in college.

This ics about the eaee ae the correlations ri; orted from other

Institutions given in the beginning of the study. The mental

tests ; relict %he success of a student In the freshman year

battel than they. predict his succeee in any other part of the

course, and better in the firnt term than in any other part of

tne year. They predict also a students* probable chance of

graduation arid his yrobab..e chance of being dropped from college.

This study has shown that a battery of tests is better than

a single test. The study snows that the first tests givon to a

group give a audi lo^er relationship than the last tests given

to a group or the combined scores of all the tests.

Practice increases the relationship between i test and Its

criterion. Practice on the same kind of test material -rill

Increase the correlations between the tests and a criterion and

will also probably increase the correlations \shen practioe is

given on different kinds of test aato rial. The battery takes

into consideration the increasod relationship due la the effect,

of practice. It is not known how much the value of the battery

of tests is due to practice or siraply to the fact that it is a

battery.

T-u recommendation is that a battery of tests be used in

place of a rii:. lo test tuid in -lfi.ee of using the last test in a

battery, although this last test may give a relationshio ae high
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as tho battery. Whether the battery or the last test is the

better measure cannot be stated, eince it in not kr.oun exactly

how much oractice increases the validity of a test when the

practice has been on different types of test material. There

is no seasare available for this hero • As far as con be

judged by this study the battery of teste eeess to be the better

measure, since the correlation of the battery always shove an

l ,.ly higher correlation than the average of the cor-

relations of the single teste.
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